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Methods Employed In Performing A Feasibility Study On A 
Statewide Yardwaste Composting Program For Virginia 

by 

James Henry May 

(ABSTRACT) 

Virginia is rapidly running out of landfill space. Recycling is seen as a way to alleviate some 

of the burden on our landfills. The Commonwealth of Virginia has mandated an ambitious recycling 

goal of 10% of our municipal solid waste (MSW) by 1991, 15% by 1993 and 25% by 1995. 

Yardwaste (debris such as leaves, grass clippings and shrub and tree prunings) comprises an 

estimated 15% to 20% of the municipal solid waste going into our landfills daily. Yardwaste can be 

recycled by collecting the material, piling it into large windrows, and allowing it to decompose by 

a controlled process called composting. The finished product can then be utilized as a soil 

amendment for use by nurseries, landscapers, farmers, local and state government landscaping 

projects, and by homeowners. 

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service at Virginia Tech was authorized to perform a 

study on the feasibility of implementing a statewide yardwaste composting program for Virginia. 

The methods involved in the study included information acquisition via a literature review, site visits 

in other states to assess technologies and a series of surveys to determine potential uses and users 

of composted yardwaste in Virginia. 

The feasibility study was presented to the Virginia Department of Waste Management in 

November, 1989 and presented as House Document No. 34 to the 1990 Session of the Virginia 

General Assembly. Several pieces of legislation, including three bills and one joint resolution are 

currently pending concerning results of the study.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Solid waste management and the availability and cost of landfill space is approaching a 

national crisis. In many states, landfills are expanding faster than new space can be found to 

replace them. Landfill space in some northeast states is so scarce that solid wastes must be 

transported to other states. In a survey sent to landfill managers in Virginia, over half of the 

respondents indicated their landfill had an expected life of less than ten years. The problems 

involved in siting new landfills are many and have sparked heated debate in some communities. 

The "NIMBY" syndrome (Not In My Back Yard) is prevalent and has turned many formerly 

complacent people into activists. With landfills reaching capacity and siting of new ones so difficult, 

alternatives must be developed to deal with our wastes. State and federal administrators are 

stressing source reduction and recycling as the most likely means of alleviating the pressure on 

landfill space. However, many waste stream components do not lend themselves easily to 

separation and recycling. Technologies for separating wastes are being developed but are not 

currently in widespread use in the U.S. Voluntary recycling efforts have been successful on a limited 

basis where economic or legal incentives are provided, although recent increases in voluntary 

citizen participation in recycling programs are encouraging. Glass, aluminum, newsprint and plastic 

are the most commonly recycled household items. 
— 

Yardwaste (debris such as leaves, grass clippings and shrub and tree prunings) comprises 

an estimated 15 to 20% of the municipal solid waste (MSW) going into our nation’s landfills daily 

(3,28). Yardwaste generation rates and composition vary by season and in the peak months during 

the summer and fall, yardwaste may represent 25 to 50% of the MSW stream in some areas (28). 

Since yardwastes are a relatively clean, biodegradable material, landfilling them is unnecessary,
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wasting valuable landfill space. They lend themselves easily to be separated at their point of origin 

(source separation) as they are usually bagged separately from household trash or raked to the 

curb in front of the house in suburban neighborhoods. 

In some areas of the U.S., composting of these materials as a means of recycling has been 

done for a number of years. It is estimated there are 800 to 1,000 yardwaste composting facilities 

in the U.S. (14). Many communities have begun looking at alternatives to landfilling yardwastes due 

to the rising tipping fees and an increased environmental concern. In fact, several states have 

already passed legislation prohibiting some or all of their yardwaste from disposal at landfills (13). 

In January, 1989, the Virginia General Assembly passed House Joint Resolution No. 395 

(Appendix B) requesting a study by the Department of Waste Management on the feasibility of 

developing and implementing a statewide program for composting yardwastes. The Virginia 

Cooperative Extension Service was contracted to perform the study which was carried out from 

July, 1989 to November, 1989. The study, entitled "The Feasibility of A Statewide Yardwaste 

“Composting Program for Virginia" was completed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a 

Master of Science degree in Horticulture at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. It was 

presented to the Governor and General Assembly of Virginia in January, 1990, and is included here 

as Appendix C. 

The Need for the Study 

According to results from a national survey, Virginia disposes of nearly 7.3 million tons of 

MSW annually in landfills at an average cost of just under $20 per ton (14). An estimated 15 to 20 

percent of this is yardwaste: thus, approximately one million tons of yardwaste, equal to four to five 

million cubic yards, are placed in landfills. Based on this volume of yardwaste and the average 

tipping fee, landfill space valued at twenty million dollars is being used annually for disposal of an
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easily recyclable material. However, diverting yardwaste from landfills requires alternative 

processing and the development of uses and markets for the finished product. 

It is estimated that if all leaves and grass clippings currently placed in landfills in Virginia 

were composted, 800,000 cubic yards of compost would be generated annually. This volume could 

be reduced to approximately 600,000 cubic yards if haif of all grass clippings are left on lawns and 

even less if backyard composting were encouraged. Markets need to be developed for the 

municipal compost as this material is currently not available and has little consumer recognition. 

Supply would exceed demand under current market conditions. Agriculture is anticipated to be the 

primary market for yardwaste compost, with the nursery and landscaping industry probably the 

single largest user. Biological or sustainable farmers are also seen as a large potential market. 

State and local governments could make use of large amounts of the material. 

There are several technologies currently in use in various parts of the country, and 

assessing the appropriate technologies for use in Virginia is needed. Also, it is necessary to assess 

the potential volumes of compost that could be produced from material currently going into landfills 

to develop appropriate markets. | 

Virginia is diverse in its geography and population densities, and technologies used in one 

area of the state may not be appropriate in another area. For example, areas with a large suburban 

population may need a more sophisticated level of technology due to the large volume of 

yardwastes produced. More rural areas may be able to contract with farmers to accept the 

yardwastes for composting, using a low to intermediate level of technology. 

Purpose 

The purpose of the study was to determine the feasibility of developing a statewide program 

for composting yardwaste. The study included technology assessment, current yardwaste volume 

and management practices, potential utilization and markets for the finished product and
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recommendations for programs needed to implement a composting policy in Virginia. The study 

was conducted for the Virginia Department of Waste Management (DWM) as directed by the Virginia 

General Assembly pursuant to House Joint Resolution No. 395. 

Study Objectives 

The objectives of the feasibility study were as follows: 

¢ assess the potential applicability of various technologies for composting 

yardwastes to the state of Virginia 

¢ determine the current practices for yardwaste management in Virginia 

¢ identify potential uses and users of yardwaste compost 

¢ estimate the volumes and types of yardwastes available for composting 

e identify the regulatory, legislative and educational programs that need to be 

revised and/or implemented 

Methods 

The study consisted of a review of the literature; site visits to yardwaste composting 

facilities; and development, administration and summarization of three surveys. 

Literature Review 

A computerized literature search was conducted at V.P.I. & S.U. utilizing the AGRICOLA 

system and information available from the National Agricultural Library in Beltsville, Maryland. The 

literature review is divided into the following sections: 

¢ Composting Principles 

¢ Composting Studies and Surveys



¢ Leaf Collection and Composting 

¢ Horticultural Uses of Compost 

Composting Principles 

Research has been done for many years on composting of sludges, manures and other 

agricultural wastes and foodwastes. However, it was not until work was done at Rutgers University 

in the mid 1980’s that research focused on municipal leaf or yardwaste composting. Strom and 

Finstein (27) identified the four levels of technology for leaf composting, although all of the 

technologies involved were adapted from sludge composting technologies (15). Work was done 

elsewhere on sludge composting (19) but was adapted to yardwaste composting because the 

principles of windrowing, particle size and thermal properties apply to both types of material. 

In Europe, composting has been an accepted way of waste disposal since the end of World 

War Il. The principles involved in the process of composting are basically the same no matter what 

the material. A paper published from research done at the University of Birmingham, UK, details 

these principles (4). 

Composting Studies and Surveys 

In 1988, Glenn (13) reported per capita annual MSW generation of one ton, tipping fees 

ranging from $0 to over $185 per ton, and many states running out of landfill space. New Jersey, 

for example, passed the Statewide Mandatory Source Separation and Recycling Act which banned 

the landfilling of leaves in 1988 (1). Other states have implemented programs to differing degrees, 

including California, Michigan, Minnesota, Massachusetts, Oregon, Maryland, Nebraska and Texas 

(28). Municipal yardwaste composting systems are gaining in popularity as a means of disposal, 

with 800 to 1,000 in operation in the U.S. New Jersey leads with 185 compost facilities, next is 

Michigan with 100, then Minnesota, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Connecticut, each
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of which have 30. Many states also have leaf utilization programs where leaves are either directly 

applied to agricultural land or used as animal bedding (13). 

In Michigan, a study of 46 of the municipal leaf collection and composting systems reported 

on five segments of their programs: site collection, collection design, equipment and personnel 

requirements, composting techniques and markets (9). Using plastic bins was reported as preferred 

over plastic bags in a yardwaste collection and composting pilot project in Michigan (6). 

A study conducted by the U.S. EPA in 1988 of eight yardwaste composting facilities (28) 

was used to identify yardwaste facilities to visit for this study. 

Solid waste recycling, including yardwaste composting, has been significantly increased by 

legislative actions including landfill surcharges, reimbursements, grants for equipment and tighter 

environmental standards (22). 

Leaf Collection and Composting 

There are several methods of leaf pick up and composting. Some communities have 

residents bag their leaves separately from the rest of the trash for special pick up, while others have 

been given grants to purchase vacuum trucks and require that residents rake leaves to the curb 

(23). When Scarsdale, NY started its successful leaf collection and composting system in 1967, it 

was decided curb collection by the highway department using vacuum trucks would be the most 

practical solution (20). Davis, California contracts with a private waste management company to 

pick up yardwaste utilizing a pincer bucket (the "Claw*) developed in Davis (12). However, only a 

small percentage of the yardwaste is actually composted, the majority is stockpiled and made 

available for resident use. 

The amount of yardwaste produced in any community varies widely from one part of the 

country to another. EPA estimates of 18% of the annual total MSW being yardwaste are widely 

accepted (28). The variation in the amount of yardwaste generated throughout the year is dramatic.
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Grass clippings are generated in the greatest volumes from late spring to early fall. For example, 

Omaha, Nebraska estimates that approximately 50% of the residential waste picked up by its crews 

during the summer is grass (13). Most leaves are collected in the fail, with a significant but lesser 

amount collected in the spring. It is not unusual for leaves in some communities to represent 15 

to 20% of the total solid waste stream throughout the entire year, rising to between 60 and 80% of 

the waste generated in the fall (13). 

There are currently four defined levels of technology when composting leaves. Strom and 

Flower (25) classified yardwaste composting procedures into these four levels of technology based 

on equipment and resource requirements, composting time, land area requirement and quality of 

the finished product. The technologies are described in detail in the Feasibility Study (Appendix C). 

Briefly, a low level of technology utilizes a front-end loader to pile the leaves into windrows and to 

turn the windrows several times a year to facilitate decomposition. This technology will produce a 

finished compost in 16-18 months, therefore, there must be sufficient land area to handle at least 

two years’ worth of leaves. Approximately one acre of land is required for every 4,000 cubic yards 

of incoming yardwaste (26). 

Intermediate level technology requires the purchase of a windrow turning machine for more 

frequent turning of the leaves and produces a finished compost in six months or less. Pregrinding 

of the material is not necessary using either low or intermediate technology. However, it is 

recommended that the finished compost be screened before being marketed to remove rocks, cans, 

glass and other trash. These two levels of technology are probably the most appropriate for this 

state, but there are two other levels that will be mentioned here. 

The minimal level of technology requires, as its name implies, very little in the way of 

management. The leaves are placed in piles and turned only once a year. This technology is really 

just a method of stockpiling leaves and is not recommended for Virginia localities. It can take up 

to three years to produce a finished compost, which is substandard at best. Considerable odor
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problems can be encountered using this level of technology, as anaerobic decomposition begins 

a short time after the piles are formed. | 

At the other technological extreme is the high level or static-pile method, which was adapted 

from sludge composting. The leaves are formed into windrows on top of plastic pipes with holes 

through which air is forced to maintain a high oxygen content and control the temperature of the 

composting material by exhausting the heated air. After six weeks of treatment, the pipes are 

removed and the piles are turned on a weekly basis. While this method can produce a finished 

compost in only three months, the costs involved preclude its use in municipal leaf composting. 

As recently as 1986, Rutgers researchers recommended only three levels: minimal, low and 

high (25). In 1987, however, a fourth intermediate level was added which included use of a windrow 

turning machine, a piece of equipment utilized in large operations of greater than 80,000 cubic yards 

of leaves (26). 

Horticultural Uses of Compost 

Yardwaste compost may be a suitable substitute for costly organic potting media 

components such as peat moss. Peat is a non-renewable organic resource that is a major 

component in potting mixes. A cost comparison shows peat costing $18 to $20 a cubic yard (11), 

while high quality yardwaste compost is typically sold for $6 to $10 a cubic yard (7,29), a 

considerable savings. Although it costs more than that to produce compost, the savings of avoided 

landfilling costs must be considered. 

A survey of landscape contractors in Brooklyn, NY indicated that 89% of the respondents 

were interested in composting their landscape wastes and that 66% were interested in using 

yardwaste compost in their landscape businesses (21). 

It is recommended that potting soil mixes contain not more than 25 to 30% compost, due 

to the possibility of volume reduction of the potting soil after a year (10). Not much work has been
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done on yardwaste compost, but a study with composted sludge and composted plant wastes 

shows a significant increase in growth of Marigolds (Tagetes erecta var. Lemondrop) when grown 

in a medium containing 50% vermiculite and 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% compost, with the remainder 

comprised of peat moss. At 40% and 50% compost levels, decreased plant growth was noted, likely 

caused by excess NH4-N, soluble salts and high pH (5). Bark compost has been shown to 

effectively suppress certain fungi responsible for damping off and root rot when used as a 

component in potting mixes for greenhouse crops (16,17). A greenhouse operation in Ohio has 

been using a 50% mix of bark compost for growing its mums, poinsettias and cyclamens (18). They 

have been able to completely eliminate the fungicidal drench on the crops. Research at Ohio State 

(17) has proven the Pythium suppressing capability of the compost in soil mixes and work is being 

done to find compost mixes that will be effective against Rhizoctonia, Fusarium and Phytophthora 

root rot diseases (18). 

Site Visits 

Ten yardwaste compost facilities around the country were identified through the literature 

review as appropriate to visit. These were selected to provide examples of the variety of designs, 

management practices, and technologies which are used in yardwaste composting programs in the 

U.S. The sites were selected to include examples of a diverse group of programs as well as the role 

of the private sector in operating yardwaste compost facilities. 

Criteria included: 

¢ varied sizes of operations 

* small town and metropolitan settings 

¢ diverse composting technologies 

* public and private ownership
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Half of the sites are privately owned. Several of the sites specialized in recycling woody 

wastes, others leaves only, and several a combination of all types of yardwastes. Site visits were 

made in July and August, 1989 and included stops in the states of Minnesota, Washington, Oregon, 

California, New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia. Each site visited is discussed in the Feasibility Study, 

Appendix C. 

Surveys 

Surveys targeting three specific groups were developed to determine the amount of 

compostable yardwaste produced, the current practices for disposal of the material, the perceived 

uses of compost, and interest in composting, especially by the private sector. Three groups were 

identified to receive these surveys: Virginia Nursery Operators, Virginia Landfill Managers and 

Virginia Cooperative Extension Agents in agriculture. Details of the results of each survey are 

included as chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis. Copies of the surveys are included as Appendix A. 

Virginia Nursery Operators 

All registered nursery operators in Virginia were sent a survey designed to determine: 

¢ their current uses and sales of materials similar to compost 

e interest in using or selling compost 

¢ interest in operating a compost facility 

Results and discussion of the survey were prepared as an article for journal publication and 

are included in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

Virginia Cooperative Extension Agents in Agriculture 

A survey was sent to all Extension Agents in Agriculture to determine their perceptions of: 

* current yardwaste management in their locality
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¢ potential uses of yardwaste compost by homeowners, 

nursery operators, local government and farmers 

¢ local government interest in composting/recycting 

¢ citizen participation in backyard composting 

¢ potential for privitization of compost facilities 

¢ the need for public education on the subject 

Results and discussion of the survey were prepared as an article for journal publication and 

are included in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

Virginia Landfill Managers 

Virginia landfill managers were surveyed to determine: 

¢ the projected life of the landfill 

* amount of MSW accepted per week and tipping fee 

* percentage of MSW that is yardwaste 

¢ current collection and disposal methods for yardwaste 

* perceived feasibility of composting in their locality 

Results and discussion of the survey were prepared as an article for journal publication and 

are included in Chapter 4 of this thesis.



Chapter 2 

The Response of Nursery Operators 
to a Survey on Yardwaste Compost 

Introduction 

Solid waste management and the availability and cost of landfill space is approaching a 

serious national crisis. Suggested recycling goals have been set at the national level by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and several states, including Virginia, have mandated 

recycling goals even more ambitious than federal requirements. In Virginia, landfills must reduce 

the volume of intake by recycling 10% of their waste volume by 1991, 15% by 1993 and 25% by 

1995 (24). 

A study to determine the feasibility of implementing a yardwaste composting program in 

Virginia was authorized by the General Assembly and performed by the Virginia Cooperative 

Extension Service at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University for the Virginia Department 

of Waste Management starting in July, 1989 (24,30). A portion of the study focused on the nursery 

industry and its potential involvement in producing and using yardwaste compost. 

Yardwastes (i.e. debris such as leaves, grass clippings, and brush and tree prunings) are 

estimated to comprise an average of 15% to 20% of the municipal solid waste (MSW) in the 

Commonwealth (24). The total annual MSW volume in Virginia is 7.3 million tons (14). Using the 

conservative estimate of 15%, approximately one million tons of yardwaste is potentially available 

for composting. Of the three types of yardwaste, leaves are the most suitable for composting. 

Grass clippings are high in nitrogen and moisture content and tend to decompose too rapidly to 

be composted in large volumes. They are better suited for backyard composting or can simply be 

left on the lawn after mowing. Woody wastes, such as shrub and tree prunings, are typically 

shredded for use as mulch. 

12
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Eliminating yardwaste from landfills through municipal and private sector composting or 

related recycling would allow Virginia to meet its 1993 recycling goal. Since yardwastes are a 

relatively clean, biodegradable material, landfilling them is unnecessary, inefficient and wastes 

precious landfill space. 

The tipping fee, or cost to landfill refuse, can vary widely. In Virginia this cost can be as 

high as $150.00 per ton, with a state average of just under $20.00 per ton (24). This cost is 

expected to rise dramatically in the next few years as landfill space becomes more scarce. 

Municipalities could save considerable landfill space and money by contracting with private firms 

to do the composting. The cost to produce a ton of finished compost ranges from $12.00 to $20.00 

per ton which can be covered fully by a tipping fee paid by the municipality to the private 

contractor. It takes 4 to 5 cubic yards of incoming yardwaste to equal a ton. The material 

undergoes a 70% to 80% volume reduction during the composting process as well as a weight loss 

attributed to moisture losses and gaseous losses due to microbial metabolism (19). For each ton 

of incoming yardwaste, approximately one cubic yard of finished compost is generated. That cubic 

yard of finished compost will actually have a final weight of between one-half and three-quarters of 

a ton (2,21). Compost is typically sold by the cubic yard in a price range of $6.00 to $10.00 per 

cubic yard, which would be profit for the compost contractor (28). 

When finished, yardwaste compost is a dark, crumbly material with texture and properties 

similar to peat moss. Due to its low nutrient value it is not considered a fertilizer but rather an 

excellent soil conditioner. It increases the soil’s water holding capacity, improves tilth and increases 

the cation exchange capacity (CEC). These properties make it well suited for use by the nursery 

industry as a soil amendment in beds or field-grown crops, as a substitute for peat moss, and as 

a potting soil extender. 

Compost compares favorably in its cost also. A cubic yard of compost costs $6.00 to 

$10.00 while a cubic yard of peat moss can cost $18.00 to $20.00 and potting soil mix can be
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$40.00 to $65.00 a cubic yard (11). 

Increasingly, private sector businesses, particularly nurseries or landscaping firms that have 

a ready market for the finished product, are providing municipalities with yardwaste processing 

services. New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, and Minnesota have active private composting 

programs in place. Portland, Oregon has contracted with two large private firms to accept 

yardwaste for composting and resale (2). Middlebush Compost, Inc. in New Jersey is a private 

company with a facility capable of handling over 100,000 cubic yards of yardwaste annually. The 

finished material is marketed to nurseries and landscape contractors as fast as it can be produced 

(29). 

Farms are also successful sites for composting operations. Woodhue Ltd. farm in New 

Jersey accepts leaves and other yardwastes from several communities for a fee less than the 

current landfill tipping fee. A windrow turning machine is used to shred, aerate and fluff the 

composting yardwaste. The finished material is then screened and field-applied on the farm as a 

soil amendment (28). 

Materials and Methods 

A survey was developed and mailed to all registered nursery operators in Virginia following 

guidelines of the Total Design Method (TDM) by Dillman (8), a proven survey methodology. The 

questionnaire was designed to determine: 1) the types and amounts of organic materials currently 

in use by the nursery industry, 2) the types and amounts of organic materials currently offered for 

sale, 3) the operators’ interest in using or selling composted yardwaste, and 4) their interest in 

operating a compost facility. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix A. While the answers 

to the survey were strictly confidential, an optional section was included for respondents to receive 

additional information as it becomes available on yardwaste composting.
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The 476 surveys were sent out by first class mail on July 28, 1989. One week later, a 

follow-up postcard was sent to remind those who had not yet sent in their completed survey to do 

So as soon as possible, and to thank those who had already responded. The postcard included 

a telephone number to call to request another copy of the survey, or to have questions answered. 

Due to time and budget constraints, no other reminders were sent out. The data was entered on 

computer and only responses received in the first five weeks were used in data analysis. A 31% 

response rate was achieved. 

Results and Discussion 

Uses of Compost 

Survey results indicate that a number of organic matter sources currently in use could be 

replaced by yardwaste compost. 

« Fifty-six percent of the respondents felt it could be used as an extender in potting soil 

mixes. A major component of most potting mixes is peat moss. Over 94,000 cubic yards of potting 

soil and 36,000 cubic yards of peat moss are used by the respondents per year. Replacement of 

these materials with yardwaste compost represents a large potential market. 

¢ Fifty-four percent of the respondents felt that yardwaste compost could be | used in 

production of field-grown crops as a soil amendment. Over 9,000 cubic yards of organic materials 

are used by the respondents annually for this purpose. 

* Twenty-one percent felt it could be used as a substitute for other organic materials in 

lawn establishment and renovation. 

« The respondents offer for sale over 144,400 cubic yards of organic materials per year. 

One-third (83%) of the respondents were interested in selling bulk compost and 39% would be
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interested in selling it in a bagged or baled form. 

e Over two-thirds (67%) of the respondents were interested in using yardwaste compost 

if it were available at prices below comparable materials, and 61% stated they would travel up to 

30 miles to get the compost. 

Based on survey results, it is estimated that if all the yardwaste produced in Virginia were 

composted, there is not currently enough demand in the nursery industry for the finished material. 

However, experiences in other states indicate actions that can be taken to help ensure a wide 

market for the compost. One important action would be requiring state government and 

encouraging local governments to use yardwaste compost when available and competitively priced. 

House Joint Resolution No. 170, introduced in the Virginia General Assembly in January, 1990 

recommends such action (Appendix B). 

In addition, a public education program needs to be implemented that includes 

establishment of pilot programs and demonstration sites at nurseries on privatization of compost 

facility operation. Nursery operators and landscape contractors are seen as the primary private 

sector producers and users of yardwaste compost. Education of the nursery industry is therefore 

essential to the implementation of a statewide yardwaste compost program. The demonstration 

sites could also serve to educate the nurseries’ customers on the uses of compost at home. 

Through public education to increase use by the public it is estimated that markets can be 

developed for all yardwaste compost produced in Virginia. 

Some of the answers given in the survey indicated a lack of understanding of the properties 

of, and uses for, yardwaste compost by the nursery operators. Although partially decomposed 

yardwaste compost makes an excellent muich, the grinding and screening involved in processing 

yardwaste compost on a large scale causes it to have a texture resembling peat moss which is too 

fine to be used as a mulch. Forty-eight percent of the respondents, however, listed this as a
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potential use. This lack of understanding may stem from the fact that there are currently few large- 

scale yardwaste composting operations in Virginia. 

There is an encouraging amount of interest in yardwaste composting among the nursery 

operators surveyed. Sixty-seven percent asked to be placed on a mailing list to receive additional 

information as it becomes available. 

Compost Facilities 

A potential for increasing interest in compost facility management by the nurseries was 

identified by the survey also. 

¢ Thirty percent of the respondents were interested in operating a compost facility if a 

satisfactory contract could be arranged with a nearby locality or solid waste management firm. A 

provision to establish a low interest loan fund for private yardwaste composting would encourage 

involvement. 

« Seventy-two percent of those interested in operating a compost facility had adequate land 

available for a facility and 74% have tractors or front-end loaders that would be necessary to turn 

the compost windrows. 

e Seventy-eight percent of the respondents felt that regulations might influence their 

interest and 30% of those felt that regulations would definitely influence their interest in operating 

a facility. Regulations governing composting vary from state to state, and in Virginia the regulations 

for general refuse or refuse mixed with sludge currently apply to yardwaste. Simplified regulations 

specifically for yardwaste compost are being developed for implementation in the near future.
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Significance to the Nursery Industry 

Organic matter is needed in most horticultural enterprises and can add to the expense of 

many landscaping jobs. Yardwaste compost is an economical soil amendment that can be 

produced and marketed for less cost than comparable materials. Nurseries and landscape 

businesses are natural locations for compost facilities, as much of the finished product could be 

used “in-house” for a potting soil mix extender, in field-grown nursery crops as a soil amendment 

and in lawn establishment and renovation. Operating a facility would allow nurseries to supplement 

their income at a traditionally slow time of year by accepting leaves from municipalities in the fall 

for a tipping fee. Working in cooperation with municipalities, the nursery industry could play a major 

private sector role in the implementation of a yardwaste composting program.



Chapter 3 

The Response of Virginia Cooperative Extension Agents 
in Agriculture to a Survey on Yardwaste Composting 

introduction 

Over 80% of the yardwaste (debris such as leaves, grass clippings, and shrub and tree 

prunings) collected in Virginia is currently landfilled (24). It is estimated that one million tons of 

yardwaste (approximately four to five million cubic yards) is disposed of in this manner annually. 

The leaves lend themselves easily to large scale, or municipal, composting. However, the grass 

clippings are high in nitrogen and moisture content and tend to decompose too rapidly to be 

composted in large volumes. They are better suited for backyard composting or simply left on the 

lawn to return nitrogen to the soil. The woody portion of yardwaste can be chipped and used as 

mulch or in processed wood products. 

If all of the leaves collected were composted, assuming an 80% volume reduction, over 

600,000 cubic yards of compost would be produced per year. Given current usage estimates, 

supply would exceed demand. However, if public education programs are implemented on uses 

of compost it is estimated that all the compost produced could be utilized. 

Virginia landfills are under state mandate to recycle 10% of their waste volume by 1991, 15% 

by 1993 and 25% by 1995. According to estimates from other states and Virginia landfill waste 

stream inventories, 15% to 20% of the municipal solid waste (MSW) going to landfills consists of 

yardwaste (24). Diverting this portion of the waste stream from landfills through municipal and 

private sector composting and other related recycling would allow Virginia to meet at least its 1993 

goal. 

Extension agents are in the unique position of having first-hand knowledge of how Virginia 
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nursery operators, farmers and home gardeners would use a material such as yardwaste compost. 

Some agents are involved in or aware of local programs for composting. : 

As part of a feasibility study performed for the Department of Waste Management at the 

request of the Virginia General Assembly, agents were asked to participate in a survey on yardwaste 

composting and potential uses for the material. The results of the survey were instrumental in 

formulating recommendations on needed public educational programs, pilot projects and 

encouraging local and state governments to use yardwaste compost. Several pieces of legislation 

are before the current session of the General Assembly on yardwaste compost. 

The Survey Method 

A survey was developed at Virginia Tech and sent to 125 Virginia Cooperative Extension 

Agents - Agriculture. The survey was designed to determine the agents’ perceptions of: 1) current 

yardwaste management in their locality, 2) citizen participation in backyard composting, 3) local 

government interest in composting/recycling, 4) potential uses of compost by homeowners, nursery 

operators, local government and farmers, 5) potential for privatization of compost facilities and 6) 

need for public education programs. A copy of the survey is included in Appendix A. 

The survey was mailed during the first week of August, 1989. A postcard was mailed one 

week later to thank those who had responded and to remind those who had not returned the survey 

to do so. 

Results and Discussion 

Management of Yardwaste 

Seventy-two percent of the Extension Agents in Agriculture, in areas of the state with
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populations totalling nearly 3.4 million people, responded to the survey. Seventy-four percent of the 

respondents stated that their locality has a separate leaf collection program. Of those, 70% dispose 

of the leaves by landfilling. Six percent stockpile the leaves for later landfilling, and only 8% 

compost the leaves in some form. Nearly one-third (32%) have a giveaway program, although only 

21% of those give away more than half of the leaves collected. Bulk disposal of grass clippings at 

the landfill is allowed by 88% of the localities represented. However, 79 % of the agents feel that 

less than one-quarter of the residents in their area remove grass clippings from their lawns. This 

is encouraging because grass clippings are difficult to compost successfully in large quantity and 

are better left on the lawn or composted in the backyard. Eleven percent of the households in the 

agents’ localities participate in backyard composting. A public education program on backyard 

composting could increase this number substantially. 

Thirty-two percent of the respondents were aware of local government interest in initiating 

yardwaste recycling plans in their area, and 8% of those already had a formal committee or plan 

in place. 

Uses of Compost 

Virginia has few municipal yardwaste compost facilities in operation, therefore most people, 

including agents, are not familiar with the properties of compost and some misconceptions about 

its uses exist. The agents’ perceptions of the uses of yardwaste compost by homeowners, 

nurseries, local governments and farmers are included in Table 1. According to the table, the 

number one perceived use is as a mulch, followed by soil amendment, organic nutrient source and 

use in lawn establishment. 

Yardwaste compost, when produced on a large scale, is a dark, crumbly material, similar 

in texture to peat moss. Due to the grinding and screening in processing, it is too fine to be used 

as a suitable mulch. Most people, familiar with backyard leaf composting, where partially
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decomposed leaves are used as a mulch, assume that yardwaste compost has the same texture 

and erroneously consider it a mulching material. 

Yardwaste compost is also very low in macronutrient content and would not be of much 

value as a nutrient source. It does, however, contain many of the trace or micronutrients. It is also 

an excellent soil conditioner and can be incorporated into the soil to increase the water holding 

capacity, increase the cation exchange capacity (CEC) and improve the soil tilth. Some of the 

agent responses indicate a need to first educate the extension agents on the properties of, and uses 

for, yardwaste compost. 

Compost Facilities 

Forty-five percent of the agents responding felt that their locality would be interested in 

contracting with a private firm to accept and compost bulk collected leaves and grass clippings for 

a fee less than the landfill tipping fees. The agents felt that likely operators of such a facility would 

be waste management firms, nurseries or landscaping contractors and biological farmers. Less likely 

would be greenhouse operators and farm and garden suppliers. 

Educational Programs 

Programs needed for educating the public on using yardwaste compost were identified by 

the survey also. Two-thirds of the agents felt the need to educate both the public on using compost 

and local governments on managing yardwaste. Over haif of the agents (62%) responded positively 

to the need for educating the private sector on technologies involved and possible business 

opportunities. Forty-six percent felt the public should be educated on ways to backyard compost. 

Seventy-five percent of the respondents felt the most effective educational program or 

activity would be demonstrations and pilot programs on large scale composting technology. Two- 

thirds felt that brochures for homeowners would be effective, followed by publications on
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technologies, presentations to the nursery associations, field days, press releases and seminars. 

The least effective methods for disseminating information identified were the most high tech, that 

is, radio and TV, video tapes, slide sets and lastly, teleconferences. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service will be a major source of information for 

educating the public on producing and using backyard compost, as well as on using compost 

produced on a large scale. But, in order to ensure a successful statewide yardwaste composting 

program, we must be certain the agents themselves are knowledgeable of the properties and uses 

for this material before they pass along information to the public. Therefore, it is necessary to 

provide training opportunities to the agents on yardwaste compost. 

One of the recommendations from the feasibility study sent to the General Assembly was 

aimed at establishing pilot programs at several locations around Virginia, to be conducted jointly 

by the Virginia Department of Waste Management and the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service. 

Participation in these programs will give the agents a working knowledge of yardwaste composting 

systems from collection to distribution to the public. Thirty-six percent of the agents stated they 

would like their locality to be considered as a site for a pilot project. 

Another recommendation called for establishing demonstration and public education 

programs on uses of compost at ten additional locations around the state. It is felt that agents will 

play a major role in coordinating these programs. In some cases agents are already active in 

coordinating composting activities in their area. Public education on backyard composting as well 

as publications on composting were also recommended.
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Table 1. Agents’ Perceptions of Uses of Yardwaste Compost 
by Various Groups (Ranked in order of perceived use). 

Local 

Use Homeowner Nurse vt__ Farmer 

Muich 1 1 1 2 

Soil Amendment 2 3 3 1 

Lawn Establish 4 5 4 * 

Organic Nutrient 3 2 2 3 

Potting Mix * 4 5 * 

  

(* not asked for this group)



Chapter 4 

The Response of Virginia Landfill Managers 
to a Survey on Yardwaste Compost 

introduction 

Virginia is facing a solid waste management crisis. As more landfills reach capacity, 

materials must be recycled or removed from the waste stream to save valuable landfill space. 

Recycling has been successful on a limited basis where economic or legal incentives are provided, 

but large scale voluntary recycling is still in its infancy. Virginia has mandated ambitious goals of 

recycling 10% of the waste stream by 1991, 15% by 1993 and 25% by 1995. 

Yardwaste (debris such as leaves, grass clippings and shrub and tree prunings) comprise 

an estimated 15 to 20% of the MSW going into Virginia landfills daily. The total annual MSW volume 

in Virginia is 7.3 million tons. Even if only 15% of this is yardwaste, approximately one million tons, 

or four to five million cubic yards, of the MSW is material that can easily be recycled. It is apparent 

that yardwaste composting may be a key component in achieving considerable source reduction 

in a short period of time. The finished compost could be used by homeowners, nursery operators, 

local and state government, and even as a landfill cover. Of the three types of yardwaste, leaves 

are the most suitable for composting. Grass clippings are too high in nitrogen and moisture to be 

composted successfully and their decomposition in landfills can lead to leachate problems. The 

Virginia Cooperative Extension Service is trying to encourage homeowners to leave grass clippings 

on their lawns or compost them in their backyard. The woody wastes could be shredded and used 

as mulch or resource derived fuel (RDF), although markets would have to be developed. 

Other states, including New Jersey, Washington, Oregon, Maryland, Minnesota and 

Wisconsin, utilize yardwaste composting as a means of alleviating the landfill crunch. New Jersey, 

for example, passed a state law banning leaves from landfills (1). A similar law has been 
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_ recommended in Virginia (24). Simplification of the state waste management laws in some of these 

states has allowed this transition to composting to move very quickly. 

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service was contracted by the Virginia Department of 

Waste Management to study the feasibility of starting a statewide yardwaste composting system in 

the Commonwealth (30). As part of the study, a survey was developed and sent to ail landfill 

managers in Virginia to determine: 

* amount of MSW accepted per week 

¢ projected life of their landfill 

* percentage of MSW that is yardwaste 

¢ tipping fee 

¢ current collection and disposal methods for yardwaste 

* perceived feasibility of composting in their locality 

A copy of the survey is included in Appendix A. 

The surveys were sent to the managers of 189 licensed landfills in Virginia in August, 1989. 

A 49% response rate was achieved. 

Results and Discussion 

Twenty-seven percent of the landfill managers responded that their landfill has an expected 

life of three years or less. Over half (52%) responded that their landfill has a life expectancy of ten 

years or less. Of those with less than ten years, 16% have no current planning activities for a new 

site, 44% are involved in some planning activities, 36% have selected a new site and are in some 

phase of design and only 4% have the new landfill completed and ready for use. 

The tipping fees in Virginia range from $0 to $150 per ton, with a mean of $19.63 per ton. 

This average fee is expected to rise dramatically in the near future as landfill space becomes more
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scarce. 

Eighty-seven percent of the respondents landfill more than 75% of their MSW. Incineration 

is the next most common means of disposal, with 13% incinerating more than half of their MSW. 

Only 9% of the respondents recycle a significant amount. No respondents compost more than 10% 

of their MSW. 

The survey results indicate only 9% of the MSW in Virginia is yardwaste, which is far below 

the 15 to 20% projection from other published sources (13,24). It is felt that the relatively low 

percentage from the Virginia survey reflects only the bulk or curbside collected yardwaste and does 

not represent the large amount of leaves and grass clippings that are collected in bags. 

Thirty-two percent of the respondents have a separate bulk curbside collection program for 

leaves. The leaves are either loaded into trucks with front-end loaders or vacuum trucks. The 

leaves are much easier to handle and compost when they are collected in this manner and bags 

are not involved. Disposal in a landfill is by far the most popular form of leaf disposal, with 76% of 

the respondents using this method. Seven percent stockpile leaves for later use by the locality. 

Six percent use a public giveaway program in combination with landfill disposal to handle a portion 

of their leaves. 

Grass clippings are a real problem for waste collectors because they are heavy, wet and 

in very large quantities in the summer. They are usually placed at the curb in bags, but some are 

bulk collected. Grass clippings placed in landfills contribute to problems with odors, settling and 

leachate due to their high nitrogen and moisture content. Large volumes of clippings are difficult 

to compost, which is why it is recommended that they be left on lawns or composted in backyards. 

Twenty-nine percent of the respondents to the survey have a separate curbside collection of grass 

clippings and 86% of the landfills allow bulk disposal at their site. Eighty-one percent of the 

respondents currently landfill all grass clippings. The remainder use other methods of disposal such 

as stockpiling and giveaway in combination with landfilling, but none listed composting.
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Over three-fourths (76%) of the respondents are aware of yardwaste composting systems 

in other states and 34% of the municipalities have established a group to study alternative uses, 

such as composting, for yardwaste. Thirty-one percent felt it was likely that yardwaste composting 

was feasible in their locality and the same percentage felt localities would be interested in 

contracting with a private composting firm to accept their leaves for a fee less than the tipping fee. 

The landfill managers felt the most likely uses for yardwaste compost were as follows: 

e make available to the public (75%) 

* community landscaping (40%) 

¢ sell to private nurseries /landscapers (40%) 

* parks and golf courses (29%) 

Conclusion 

The amount of landfill space being used each year for disposal of leaves and the problems 

of settling, odors and leachate production associated with this disposal method makes composting 

of yardwastes an attractive option. The landfill managers are aware of these problems and 

responded very favorably to the idea of composting. Like most of the public, they are not 

completely familiar with large scale composting and over three-fourths of them asked to be placed 

on a mailing list to receive further information as it becomes available.



Chapter 5 

Summary and Conclusions 

Survey Comparisons 

Comparisons of the results from the surveys sent to extension agents and landfill managers, 

show similarities in several of the responses. When asked about disposal methods of leaves, 70% 

of the agents and 76% of the landfill managers responded that their locality landfilled them. Seven 

percent of the agents and six percent of the landfill managers responded their locality stockpiled 

the leaves for later use. Only six percent of the landfill managers use some type of public giveaway 

program for leaves, while 32% of the extension agents felt their locality participated in such a 

program. Eighty-six percent of the landfills allow bulk disposal of grass clippings at their site, while 

the extension agents felt that 88% of their local landfills allowed this. 

According to the landfill managers, 34% of the municipalities have established a group to 

study alternative uses for yardwaste,such as composting, while the agents felt this number to be 

32%. Thirty-one percent of the landfill managers felt that yardwaste composting was feasible in their 

locality, while 45% of the extension agents felt it is feasible. 

The extension agents are much more optimistic about the amount of participation in 

giveaway programs and the feasibility of establishing a yardwaste composting program in their 

locality. Otherwise, the responses to the survey questions are very similar, which indicates the 

validity of the surveys. 

Also, in comparing the responses to the surveys from the extension agents and the nursery 

operators, we see several similarities in each of their perceived uses for yardwaste compost by 

homeowners. In ranking the perceived uses by their customers, the nursery operators felt 
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yardwaste compost could be used effectively as: 1) mulch, 2) potting mix, 3) soil amendment, 4) 

lawn establishment/renovation, and 5) nutrient source. The extension agents felt that homeowners 

could use yardwaste compost in the following ways: 1) mulch, 2) soil amendment, 3) nutrient 

source, and 4) lawn establishment/renovation. Again, the similar responses to these questions 

indicates the validity of the data. 

Legislative Action 

The feasibility study was presented to the Governor and the 1990 Session of the Virginia 

General Assembly as House Document No. 34 in January, 1990. Four pieces of legislation 

(Appendix B) were introduced as a result of the study, including: 

* House Joint Resolution No. 170, which urges state agencies to use yardwaste 

compost in place of other organic materials. 

¢ House Bill No. 972, which exempts farmers and nursery operators who accept for 

composting less than 5,000 cubic yards annually of yardwaste from state 

regulations governing compost facilities. 

« House Bill No. 973, which gives localities authority to prohibit placement of leaves and 

grass clippings in landfills after January 1, 1995. 

¢ House Bill No. 974, which amends and reenacts sections of the Code of Virginia relating 

to reasonable exemptions of yardwaste composting facilities from certain regulations 

governing the treatment of waste and to establish an expedited approval process 

for such facilities. 

The actions of the Virginia General Assembly resulting from the review of the feasibility study 

sent them by the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service demonstrate the definite need for a 

statewide program for composting yardwaste. Careful and deliberate execution of a composting 

program will insure that Virginia has a plan that is workable and lasting.
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Future Action 

The author is currently working on developing the "Virginia Yardwaste Management Manual", 

in cooperation with the Virginia Department of Waste Management, which will be a guidance 

document for use by municipalities and private concerns in planning and implementing a yardwaste 

composting facility. The manual is scheduled to be available in Summer, 1990.
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Appendix A. Surveys Sent to Virginia Nursery Operators, Virginia 
Cooperative Extension Agents, and Virginia Landfill Managers



COLLEGE OF AGKICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

  

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0404 

DEPARTMENT OF CROP AND SOIL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

425 Smyth Hall 

July 17, 1989 

TO: Virginia Nursery Operators 

FROM: T. W. Simpson, Associate Professor, 
Sail-Environmental Quality 
Jim May, Graduate Research Assistant, Horticulture 

We are currently conducting a feasibility study for the Virginia Department of Waste 
Management at the request af the General Assembly on the potential for large scale 
composting of yard waste (primarily leaves and grass clippings). Currently much of this 
material is collected and buried in landfills using valuable landfill space. Work done in 
other states has shown that these materials can be composted into a low nutrient value 
compost with physical properties similar to peat or composted sewage sludge. The 
material will be made from leaves with some grass clippings or a higher nitrogen organic 
waste (such as poultry litter) added to increase composting rate and nutrient content. [In 
some states, localities have contracted with private sector businesses (such as nurseries) 
to do the composting operation. The contract fee is sufficient to provide a profit to the 
compost operation but is generally lower than the cost to fandfill the yard waste. The 
composter then has the finished material to use or market. 

Our study will help determine both the feasibility of making the compost and of 
developing uses or markets. We are also interested in assessing private sector 
involvement in both the composting and marketing of the materials. As a nursery 
operator, you are potentially a user, wholesaler and/or retailer of the material and you 
may have the interest and means to develop a compost site. 

We need to know your opinions on yard waste composting and potential uses for 
the material. Please answer the questionnaire on the following pages and return it to us 
in the enclosed self addressed, stamped envelope. All answers will be strictly confidential. 
It should take you less than 15 minutes. The results will enable us to recommend to the 
General Assembly a sound yard waste composting program that will save Virginia 
localities millions of dollars. It will also provide you an opportunity to learn more about 
a product that may save you money and/or provide a profitable addition to your business. 

We thank you in advance for your assistance with this project. 

TWS/lap



SURVEY OF 
NURSERY OPERATORS CONCERNING YARD WASTE 

COMPOST PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION 
JULY 1989 

Part A.Current use of compost-like materials 

1. Is your nursery operation: a) wholesale b) retail c) rewholesale 

2. Please check below all the types of organic matter sources you use and estimate the volume you 
use per year. 

Annual Use Annual Use 
Estimate Estimate 

Material (cubic yards) Material (cubic yards) 
_. a) peat moss _. &) aged sawdust 
__.. 6) sludge compost __. f) shredded bark 
____ ©) Manure compost __. 9) commercial 

_— G) leaf compost potting mix 
___ h) other (identify) 

3. Check below all the ways in which you use the materials from 1 above and estimate your use 
volume. 

Annual Use Annual Use 
Estimate Estimate 

__. 4) potting mix __. d) hydroseeding 
__. >) field nursery __. &) lawn establishment/ 

crops renovation 
__. C) mulches ___ f} other (identify) 

Part B. Sale of compost-like materials. 

"1, What types of organic materials do you offer for sale? (If none, go to Part C) 
Estimated Annual Estimated Annual 

Sales Volume Sales Volume 
Material (cubic yards) Material (cubic yards) 

__. 4) peat moss e) aged sawdust 
_.. 0) sludge compost 
__.. ©) Manure compost 
___ d) leaf compost 

f) shredded bark 
g) commercial potting 

mix 
h) other (identify) 

| 

2. By your own best estimate, rank the list below from most common (1) to least common (6 or 7) 
customer use of the materials in question 1. 

__. 4) potting mix ___ ¢) mulches __ 8) lawn establishment/ 
__6) nutrient source ___ d) home garden soil renovation 

amendment __. f} other (identify)
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Part C. Uses of coarsa mulching materials 

1. If you sell coarse mulching materials, check all types below that you sell and estimate the volume 
of sales for each material. 

Annual sales Annual sales 
volume volume 

(cubic yards) (cubic yards) 
__.. a) wood chips __ ©) decorative 

-__. b) bark - pine chips stone mulch 
___ C) bark - hardwood __ f) pine straw 
_. cd) bark - shredded _. 9) other 

Part D. Interest in using or selling composted yard waste. 

1. Would you be interested in using composted yard waste, if the price is well below that of comparable 
material and it can be delivered in bulk to your nursery? 

_. a) yes ____b) no 

2. Wauld you be willing to go to a compost site within 30 miles of your nursery to obtain bulk quantities 
of compost, if the cost, including transport, was less than that of comparable materials. 

__. a) yes __ 6) no 

3. For which of the following uses could you substitute compost for your current organic matter source. 
(Check all that apply) 

__ 1. potting mix ___ 3. mulches __ 5. lawn establishment/ 
___ 2. field nursery crops __ 4. hydroseeding renovation 

__ 6. other (identify) 

4. Assurning it can be sold at a profit, would you be interested in selling bulk quantities of composted 
yard waste and, if so, what do you estimate your annual sales volume to be. 

__. a) yes - Volume Estimate yds. __. 5) No 
  

5. If available, would you be interested in selling bagged or baled composted yard waste and, if so, 
what do you estimate your annual sales volume to be. 

__. 4) yes - Volume Estimate yds. __ b) No 
  

6. Would you be interested in obtaining bulk quantities of compost and having your own bagging or 
baling operation? 

__. a) yes, bagging for your retail sales only 
__. b) yes, bagging for wholesale distribution and retail sales 
__. C) yes, baling for wholesale distribution and retail sales _ 
__. d) no



Part E. Interest in composting, distributing and marketing yard waste. 

1. Would you be interested in operating a compost facility, if a satisfactory contract could be made with 
a locality? - 

__ a) yes _— 6) no (go to Part F) 

Generally 2 to 5 acres are needed for a compost site. Do you currently have land that could be 
used as a compost site? 

_— 4) yes __.b) no 

Do you have tractors with front-end loaders or other means of mixing and turning the compost? 

_—. a) yes __ b) no 

Capital costs in the range of $25,000 to $100,000 may be needed to start a compost facility. Would 
the availability of low interest loans from the state and/or a tax credit program be of interest to you 
to help reduce the impact of start-up costs? 

___ a) yes __ 6) no __ ¢) maybe 

. Yard waste composting. will probably be regulated which will necessitate some monitoring and 
record keeping. Even if the operation could still be profitable, would the amount of regulatory 
activity influence your interest in operating a yard waste composting facility? 

__. a) yes _.._ 6) no _ c) maybe (toa limited extent) 

  

Part F. Do you want further information? (optional) 

1. Would you be interested in being placed on a mailing list at Virginia Tech to receive additional 
information about yard waste compost/composting as it becomes available? 

  

  

  

___ a) yes Name: (This information will be blacked out 
Address: as soon as we add it to our mailing list 
City/Town: and will not be readable when responses 

Zip: to survey questions are compiled.) 
  

__. b) no (Thanks for completing the survey) 

if you answered yes to question 1, in what aspects of yard waste compost/composting are you 
interested (check all that interest you)? 

__. a) wholesaling or retailing compost ___ ¢) using compost in your nursery operation 
__. b) bagging or baling and distributing __ d) operating a compost facility 

compost (Thanks for completing the survey) .



VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 

VIRGINIA VIRGINIA 
TECH STATE | 

DEPARTMENT OF CROP AND SOIL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
424 SMYTH HALL 

BLACKSBURG, VA 24061-0403 

July 28, 1989 

TO: Extension Agents-Agriculture 

FROM: T. W. Simpson, Associate Professor, 
Extension Soil Scientist 

Jim May, Graduate Research Assistant, Horticulture 

RE: Yard Waste Compost/Composting Survey 

We are currently conducting a feasibility study for the Virginia Department of Waste 
Management at the request of the General Assembly on the potential for large scale 
composting of yard waste (primarily leaves and grass clippings). Much of this material 
is collected and buried in landfills using landfill space. Work done in other states has 
shown that these materials can be composted into a low nutrient value peat-like material 
similar to composted sewage sludge, cow manure, etc. 

Our study will help determine both the feasibility of making the compost and of 
developing uses or markets. We are also interested in assessing private sector 
involvement in both the composting and marketing of the materials. 

We need to know your opinions on yard waste composting and potential uses for 
the material. Please answer the questionnaire on the following pages. It should take you 
less than 15 minutes. The results will enable us to recommend to the General Assembly 
a sound yard waste composting program that may save Virginia localities tens of millions 
of dollars. It will also provide you an opportunity to learn more about an activity that may 
save your county money, substantially reduce landfill space needs, and provide a 
compost product for commercial and home use. 

We thank you in advance for your assistance with this project. 

TWS/lap 
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Vice Prowast for Evtenteon, Vigna Potytechme Insitute and State Unherwty, Blactaburg, Vieginia; Climon ¥, Tumer, Agministiiator, 1890 Extension Program, Vigenia Stale 
Universay, Peterburg, Virginia.



Extension Agent Survey 
on Yard Waste Compost/Composting 

Part A.Demographics and Contact Information 
. 

1. Name of City/County 
  

  

2. Name of Agent Responding 

3 
  

. Population of City/County 

4. Which of the following would you say best describes your city/county? 

__ a) urban __ d) suburban-rural 
___ 6) urban-suburban _ 9) rural-suburban 

__. C) suburban __. f} rural 

Part B. Estimates of current yard waste management, uses and disposal practices. 

1. If your city/county has a leaf collection program, what is done with the leaves? 
__ a) landfilled ___ d) give away program 
__. b) composted __ 8) other 
___ C) stockpiled 

2. {f your locality has a give away program, estimate the percent of total collected leaves that are 
used (removed from central site) each year. 
__a) < 10% ___ d) 50-75% 
~_ b) 10-25% ~__ 8) 75-90% 
~__¢) 25-50% ~_ f) 90-100% 

3. Does your locality allow bulk disposal of grass clippings at the landfill? 

— 4) yes __b) no 

4. What percent of your households do you think remove grass clippings from their lawns? 
___ a) 0-10% ___ d) 50-75% 
___ b) 10-25% __. 8) 75-100% 
___ C) 25-50% 

5. For households that remove clippings, rank the following list for what you think to be the most 
common {identify as 1) to the least common (identify as 6) means of disposing of clippings. 
___ a) bag for regular garbage collection __ d) use in backyard composting 
___ b) bulk transport to landfill __ @) mulch garden 
__ C) backyard/woodland stockpile _— f) muich ornamentals
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Rank the following list for what you perceive to be the most common (1) to the least common (5) 
means of disposing of pruning materials from woody ornamentals. 
__. a) bag for regular garbage collection ___ d) chip and use as mulch 
___ b) bulk transport to landfill _. €) burn 
___ C) backyard/woodland stockpile 

What percent of the households in your locality do you estimate to have a backyard compost 
bin/pile? 
__. ) 0-10% ___ d) 30-40% 
__ 6) 10-20% __ &) 40-50% 
_— C) 20-30% __. f} more than 50% 

Part C City/County Interest in Yard Waste Composting 

1. 

2. 

Are you aware of any interest/plans by your locality to initiate recycling programs for yard waste? 
_. a) NO __. d) yes - plans being formed 
___ b) yes - some interest/discussion __ @) yes - plan in place 
__. C) yes - committee formed to study __ f} yes - recycling/composting program 

. in operation 

If you answered yes (in any form) to question one, what types of yard waste recycling programs do 
you perceive/know to be likely for your locality? (check all that apply) 
__.. a) leaf giveaway __. 9) chipping woody materials 
_ 6) leaf composting __ &) other (identify) 
__. C) grass clipping composting/ 

co-composting with leaves 

Part D Interest in using composted yard waste 

1. Rank the following lists from what you think to be the most likely use to the least likely use for a 
good quality leaf and/or grass compost material in your locality. 

a) Based on your expertise and experience, rank the following list from most appropriate (1) to least 
appropriate (9 or 10) use of composted yard waste. 

__. home garden mulch __. lawn establishment/renovation 
__. ornamental/flower mulch/bedding __. mulches 
__. landfill revegetation ___ organic nutrient source 
__. potting mix ___ home garden soil amendment 
__. roadside revegetation other (identify) 

b) Uses by homeowners (Rank from most (1) to least (6) likely use). 

—— ornamental muich __ lawn establishment/renovation 
__. garden mulch __. Organic nutrient source 
__ garden soil amendment __ bedding material/mix
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c) Uses by nurseries/landscapers. (Rank from most (1) to least (7) likely use) 

__ potting mix ___ lawn establishment/renovation 
_— mulch __. hydroseeding 

__ field nursery crops __ organic nutrient source 

d) Uses by local government/institutions 

1. County departments that may use compost (Rank from most (1) to least (5 or 6) likely to 
use compost). 

other 

___ Parks and Recreation __ Roads and Streets 
__ Buildings and Grounds __ Landfill Management 
__ Public Schools __ other (identify) 

2. ‘Type of uses (Rank the types of uses by local government from most (1) to least (6 or 7) 
likely.) 

__ landfill revegetation __ roadside revegetation 
__. flower/ornamental bedding mulch __ fertilizer source 
__. patting mix ___ lawn establishment/renovation 

e) Uses by farmers (5 or more acres in production of agronomic, vegetable or fruit crops). Rank 
from most likely (1) to least likely (6 or 7) use. 

_.. organic nutrient source __ mulch - vegetable 
__. Soil physical conditioner- __. muich - small fruit 

agronomic __ Soil physical conditioner- 
___ Soil physical conditioner- fruit 

vegetable __ other 

Part E Potential for Privatization of Yard Waste Composting 

1. Do you think your city/caunty would be interested in contracting with a private firm to accept and 
compost bulk collected leaves and grass clippings for a fee less than your landfill tippage fee. 

a) Yes b) No 

2. Rank your perception of the interest of the following business people in running a yard waste 
composting operation. Assume a profit generating contract can be developed with yaur locality 
(Rank from most interest (1) to least interest (7 or 8). 

__. nursery operator farmer 
__. greenhouse operator farm and garden supply 
__. landscaping firm biological farmer/supplier 
__. waste management firm other 

 



Part F. Use volume and need for educational program 

1. Do you think that there exists adequate demand to use all yard waste compost that would be 
generated from collected leaves and grass clippings in your locality. At this time, assume a 
giveaway program at a central site. 

__. a. More demand that supply __ d. much less demand than supply 
___ 0. adequate demand for supply __ e. almost no demand compared to supply 
__. c. somewhat less demand than supply 

Rank each of the following areas relative to the need for an educational program before a successful 
yard waste recycling (and source reduction) program can be implemented (Rank need as High (4), 
Medium (M), Low (L), Unimportant (U). 

a. educate local government on composting and other recycling technologies 
b. educate private sector on composting technologies, regulations and business opportunities 
c. educate farmers on possible uses 
d. educate landscapers on uses 
e. educate homeowners on uses 
f. educate homeowners on proper handling of yard waste to facilitate collection and composting 
g. educate homeowners to not remove grass clippings 
h. educate homeowners on backyard composting 

For those items in question 2 that you ranked as high, what types of activities and materials do 
you feel would be most helpful in the public education program. Rank the need for this type of 
activity as high (H), medium (M) or low (L). (Check all that apply) 

a. demonstrations/pilot programs on large scale composting 
b. seminars/workshops for government officials 
c. publications on composting technologies 
d. brochures for homeowners 
e. radio and television spots 
I. press releases/newspaper articles 
g. video tapes 

h. demonstrations on compost usa 
i. field days at demonstration sites 
j. slide sets 
k. teleconferences 
I. presentations to nursery assoc., landscapers, etc. P
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If pilot/demonstration sites and other educational programs are established, would you and your 
city orf county like to be considered as a location of one of the pilot programs (a positive response 
does not obligate either you or me). 

_. a. yes ___ C. maybe 
b. probably ___ d. no 

Thanks for Your Assistance]!



COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

  

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0404 

DEPARTMENT OF CROP AND SOIL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

425 Smyth Hall 

July 28, 1989 

TO: Virginia Landfill Managers 

FROM: T. W. Simpson, Associate Professor, 
Soil-Environmental Quality 

Jim May, Graduate Research Assistant, Horticulture 

We are currently conducting a feasibility study for the Virginia Department of Waste 
Management at the request of the General Assembly on the potential for a statewide 
composting program for yard waste (primarily leaves and grass clippings). As you know 
much of this material is being landfilled in Virginia. Work done in other states has shown 
that these materials can be composted into a low nutrient value material similar to 
composted sewage sludge. With the extreme pressures on landfill space and mandatory 
source reductions, composting of yard waste may offer important money and space 
savings. 

Our study will help determine both the feasibility of making the compost and of 
developing uses of markets. We are also interested in assessing private sector 
involvement in both the composting and marketing of the materials. As a manager of a 
municipal solid waste landfill, you can provide us with essential information concerning 
yard waste collection in your locality and your opinions on the potential for composting 
these materials. 

Please answer the questionnaire on the following pages and return it to us in the 
enclosed self addressed, stamped envelope. All answers will be strictly confidential. We 
will only compile and present information at the planning district or larger geographic area. 
If you would like a copy of the resuits of this study, be sure to fill in the information at the 
end of the survey. It should take you less than 15 minutes to complete. The results will 
enable us to recommend to the General Assembly a sound yard waste composting 
program that will save Virginia localities tens of millions of dollars. It will also provide you 
an opportunity to learn more about a process that may save you money and landfill 
space. 

We thank you in advance for your assistance with this project. 

TWS/lap



- SURVEY OF MUNICIPAL 
SOLID WASTE LANDFILL MANAGERS 

CONCERNING YARD WASTE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL 
JULY 1989 

Selection A. Geographic Location 

1) Name or number of planning district 
(For geographic location only) 

  

Section B. Landfill Information 

1} Ownership of landfill in which your solid waste is disposed 
a. Publicly owned and operated 
b. Publicly owned and privately operated 
c. Privately owned and operated 

2) Projected life of current landfill in years (circle one) 
123 45 6 7 8 § 10t015 16to020 more than 20 

3) ILprojected life of landfill is less than ten years, circle any of the steps below that have 
been taken towards replacement of current landfill. 
a. Planning committee/group formed _ e.Design completed 
b. Siting activities begun f. Landfill construction begun 
c. Site selected g. Landfill completed, ready for use 
d. Design work begun h.No current activities 

4) A.Amount of municipal solid waste handled per week? (Circle one) based on 5 day 
week or 7 day week?) 

  

a.0-10 tons g. 500-750 tons 
b. 10-25 tons h. 750-1000 tons 
c. 25-50 tons i, 1000-1250 tons 
d.50-100 tons J. 1250-1500 tons 
e. 100-250 tons k. more than 1500 tons 
f, 250-500 tons 

5) The standard tippage fee is $ per ton or 
$ per yard or 
  

$s per truck or 
$ other method (describe) 
  

6) Percent of municipal solid waste that is: 

Landfiled a. 0-25% b. 25-50% c. 50-75% d. 75-100% 
Incinerated a. Q-25% b. 25-50% c. 50-75% d. 75-100% 
Composted a. 00-10% b. 10-25% c. 25-50% d. 50-100% 
Recycled a. 0-10% b. 10-25% c. 25-50% d. 50-100%



Section C. Organic Yard Waste Information 

1) A. What percent of total municipal solid waste do you estimate to be organic yard 
waste? (Leaves, grass clippings, shrub and tree prunings - do not include 
stumps and tree trunks) 

% of Total Annual 
Jan-Mar Apr-Jun July-Sept Qct-Dec —-_ Solid Waste_ 
a. 0-5% a. 0-5% a. 0-5% a. 0-5% a. 0-5% 

b. 5-10% b. 5-10% b. 5-10% b. 5-10% b. 5-10% 
c. 10-15% c. 10-15% c. 10-15% c. 10-15% c. 10-15% 
d. 15-20% d. 15-20% d. 15-20% d. 15-20% d. 15-20% 
e. over 20% e. over 20% e. over 20% e. over 20% e. over 20% 

B. Estimate the percentage of the total yard waste that is: 

  

  

1) leaves % 
2) grass clippings % 

3) shrub and tree prunings % 

2) What percent of your total municipal solid waste do you estimate to be stumps, 
limbs and other land clearing waste? 
a. 0-5% b.5-10% c. 10-15% d. 15-25% e. 25-35%  f. 35% or more 

3A) Do you have a curbside collection program for leaves? a) Yes  b) No 
Collection period (months) 

  

3B) How do you currently dispose of leaves? 
a. landfill 
b. stockpile on county lands 
C. give-a-way program (please estimate % of leaves collected that are used 

d. composting (please estimate % of collected leaves that are composted 

e. other (please describe) 

4A) Do you have curbside collection of grass clippings or shrub prunings? 
a. Yes b. No 

4A) Do you allow bulk disposal of grass clippings or shrub prunings? a) yes b) no 

4B) ‘If yes, how do you dispose of clipping and pruning wastes? 
a. landfill 
b. stockpile on county lands 
c. composting (please estimate % of clippings that are composted __) 
d. other (please describe)
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Section D Composting Feasibility 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Are you aware of the use of composting systems for recycling organic yard wastes 
in some other states? 
a. Yes  b.No 

Have you established a group to study alternative uses for yard waste (such as 
composting)? 
a. Yes - (Optional: Contact Person Phone ) 
b. No 

What is your perception of the feasibility of yard waste composting in your locality? 
(Circle one) 
a. unlikely b. possibly cz. likely = d. very likely 
Comments 
  

Do you think your local government would pay a private yard waste facility a fee 
that is less than your tippage fee to take your yard waste on a contractual basis? 
a. Yes b.No 

What are/wouild be the most likely uses for compost in your locality. 
a. Parks and golf courses 
b. Community landscaping 
c. Make available to public 
d. Sell to private landscapers, nurserys, etc. 
e. Others (please describe) 

Do you think there is public land available for a compost facility? (estimated need 
is minimum of 2 acres or about 5 acres per 20,000 yards of yard waste) 
a. Yes b. No 

  

Section E Request for Study - Results 

1) Would you be interested in receiving a copy of the final results of this study? 

  

  

  

  

a. Yes 

Name (This information will be blacked out as 
Title soon as we add it to our mailing list 
Address and will not be readable when 
Phone responses to survey questions are 

compiled) 
b. No 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE!!



_ Appendix B. Legislation Pertaining to Yardwaste Composting
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1989 SESSION 

LD9113559 

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 395 

Offered January 24, 1989 

Requesting the Department of Waste Management to study the use of composted yard 

waste in the Commonwealth. 

  

Patrons—Rollison, Croshaw, Hall, Van Yahres, Cooper, Keating, Woods, McClanan, Dillard, 

Andrews, Marshall, O’Brien, Allen, Quillen, Orebaugh, Purkey, Morgan, Hagood, Almand, 

Thomas and Glesen; Senators: Houck, Gartlan, Miller, E. F., Holland, C. A., Fears, 

Waddell and Marye 

  

Referred to the Committee on Conservation and Natural Resources 
  

WHEREAS, Virginia ts facing a crisis In the amount of available landfill space; and 

WHEREAS, yard waste, including leaves and other organic matter, represents a 

significant portion of the volume of material which Is brought to landfills; and 

WHEREAS, most localities have banned the burning of such waste; and 

WHEREAS, methods exist to successfully use this material as soil conditioner; and 

WHEREAS, leaf composting offers several advantages including ease of separation from 

the municipal waste stream, few odors emitted during accumulation, relative 
inexpensiveness of transportation, ability to use standard industrial equipment, usable end 

‘product, and economic feasibility; and 
WHEREAS, the Commonwealth of Virginia and ts focal governments would have many 

uses for the compost which Is produced by this process; and . 

WHEREAS, other states have successfully implemented programs such as this; now, 

therefore, be It 

‘RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, the Senate concurring, That the Department of 
Waste Management, with the cooperation and participation of the Virginia Department of 

Agriculture and Consumer Services and the Cooperative Extension Services of Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University and Virginia State University, is requestea to 

study the feasibility of adopting a program for the Commonwealth for composting of leaves 

and other yard waste; and, be It 

RESOLVED FURTHER, That this study focus on the amount of material which Is 

available, the potential reduction of such material from the waste stream, the current and 

future uses for the end product of the process, the techniques available for production, the 

economic impacts and benefits to the Commonwealth, participation of the private sector, 

and recommendations for Implementation of a statewide program. 

The Department shall complete its work in Ume to submit its findings and 
recommendations to the Governor and the 1990 _Session of the General Assembly as 

provided In the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated Systems for processing 

legislative documents. 

  

    

    

Official Use By Clerks 
Agreed to By 

The House of Delegates Agreed to By The Senate 
without amendment 0 without amendment 0 
with amendment 0D with amendment oO 
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substitute w/amdt © substitute w/amdt O 

Date: Date: 

Clerk of the House of Delegates Clerk of the Senate     
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1990 SESSION 

LD1765559 

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 170 
Offered January 23, 1990 

Urging state agencies to use composted yard waste and requesting the Department of 

Waste Management and the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service to assist local 

governments in developing model ordinances. 

  

Patrons—Rollison and Purkey 
  

Referred to the Commiltee on Conservation and Natural Resources 
  

WHEREAS, most yard wastes are currently disposed of in landfills and are estimated to 
comprise ten percent to thirty percent of municipal solid waste volume; and 

WHEREAS, minimum recycling rates for solid waste have been set for localities in 

Virginia: ten percent by 1991, fifteen percent by 1993, and twenty-five percent by 1995; and 

WHEREAS, composting has been used as a means of converting organic waste into 

useful material for thousands of years; and 

WHEREAS, state and local governments through needs for highways, parks and 
institutional grounds may be the largest potential users of composted waste; now, therefore, 
be it 

RESOLVED, by the House of Delegates, The Senate concurring, That the General 
Assembly by this resolution affirms the recommendations in the report of the Department 

of Waste Management, which was authorized by House Joint Resolution 395 (1985), that 

State agencies are hereby urged to use composted yard waste in place of other organic 

materials. The Department of Waste Management and the Virginia Cooperative Extension 
Service are further requested to assist localities in developing ordinances mandating the use 
of locally available composted yard waste; and, be it 

‘ RESOLVED FURTHER, that the clerk of the House of Delegates. transmit a copy of this 
resolution to the heads of all state agencies and of all local governing bodies in order that 

they may be apprised of the sense of the General Assembly. 

  

    

    

Official Use By Clerks 
Agreed to By . 

The House of Delegates Agreed to By The Senate 
without amendment 0 without amendment 0 

with amendment O with amendment Oo 
substitute Oo substitute 0 
substitute w/amdt O substitute w/amdt O 

Date: Date: 

Clerk of the House of Delegates Clerk of the Senate      
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1990 SESSION 
LD1762559 

HOUSE BILL NO. 972 

Offered January 23, 1990 

A BILL to exempt certain activities from the Department of Waste Management's 

regulations. 
  

Patrons—Rollison and Purkey 
  

Referred to the Committee on Conservation and Natural Resources 

  

Be tt enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 

§ 21. On and after July I, 1990, farmers and nursery operators who accept for 

composting less than 5,000 cubic yards annually of yardwaste shall be exempt from the 

yardwaste compost regulations of the Department of Waste Managernent. 

§ 2. The Departrnent of Waste Management shail establish a procedure whereby such 

farmers and nursery operators shall (i) notify the Department of Waste Management of 

their intention to operate a facility and describe its location and (iit) submit an annual 

report on the volume and types of yardwaste accepted, to be accompanied by a staternent 

certifying that only yardwaste was accepted for composting. 

  

    

    

Official Use By Clerks 
Passed By ; 

The House of Delegates Passed By The Senate 
without amendment 0 without amendment 0 
with amendment O with amendment © 
substitute O substitute 0 
substitute w/amdt O . Substitute w/amdt O 

Date: : Date: 

Clerk of the House of Delegates Clerk of the Senate      
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1990 SESSION 
VIRGINIA ACTS OF ASSEMBLY ~ CHAPTER 17 2 

An Act to amend the Code of Virginia by adding a section numbered 15.1-11.5:1, relating 
to authority to prohibit leaves and grass clippings. 

{H 973] 

Approved WAR 2 1 1890 

Be tt enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 
I. auat the Code of Virginia Is amended by adding a section numbered 15.1-11.5:1 as 
ollows: 

§ {5.4-11.5:1, Authority to prohibit placernent of leaves or grass clippings in landfills.— 

A, After January 1, 1995, any county, ectty or town may, by ordinance, prohibit the 

disposal of leaves or grass clippings in any landfill within {ts jurisdiction, provided such 

county, city or town has implemented a composting program which is capable of handling 
all leaves and grass clippings generated within the Jurisdiction. However, no such 

ordinance shall contain pravistons which penalize anyone other than the initial generator 

of such leaves or grass clippings. 
8. For purposes of this section, the term “composting” means the mantpulation of the 

natural aerobic process of decornposition of organic materials to increase the rate of 

decom positior. 

  

President of the Senate 

  

Speaker of the House of Delegates 

Approved: 

  

Governor
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1990 SESSION 
VIRGINIA ACTS OF ASSEMBLY ~ CHAPTER 3 & 0 

An Act to amend and reenact § 10.1-1408.1] of the Code of Virginia, relating to exemption 
of certain facilities from solid waste regulations. 

- [H 974] 

Approved wag 30 1990 

Be {t enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 
1. That § 10.1-1408.1 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows: 

§ 10.1-1408.1. Permit required; open dumps prohibited.—A. No person shall operate any 
sanitary landfill or other facllity for the disposal, treatment or storage of nonhazardous 
solid waste without a permit from the Director. 

B. No application for a permit for a solid waste management facility shall be 
considered complete unless the applicant has provided the Director with certification from 
the governing body of the county, city or town In which the facility is to be located that 
the location and operation of the facility are consistent with all appsicable ordinances. The 
governing body shall inform the applicant and the Department of the facility's compliance 
or noncompliance not more than 120 days from receipt of a request from the applicant. 

C. No such permit shall be issued until the Director has determined, after investigation 
and evaluation of comments by the local government, that the proposed facility poses no 
substantial present or potential danger to human health or the environment. At the request 
of the local governing body, the Department shall hold a public hearing within the said 
county, city or town prior to the issuance of any permit for the management of 
nonhazardous solid waste. 

D. The permit shall contain such conditions or requirements as are necessary to comply 
with the requirements of this Code and the regulations of the Board and to prevent a 
substantial present or potential hazard to human health and the environment. 

E. No person shall dispose of solid waste in open dumps. 
F. No person shail own, operate or allow to be operated on his property an open dump. 
G. No person shall allow waste to be disposed of on his property without a permit. Any 

person who removes trees, brush, or other vegetation from land used for agricultural or 
forestal purposes shall not be required to obtain a permit if such material Is deposited or 
placed on the same or other property of the same landowner from which such materials 
were cleared. The Board shall by regulation provide for other reasonable exemptions from 
permitting requirements for the disposal of trees, brush and other vegetation when such 
materials are removed for agricultural or forestal purposes. 

When promulgating any regulation pursuant to this section, the Board shall consider the 
character of the land affected, the density of population, the volume of waste to be 
disposed, as well as other relevant factors. 

H. No permit shall be required pursuant to this section for recycling or for temporary 
storage Incidental to recycling. As used in this subsection “recycling” means any process 
whereby material which would otherwise be solid waste is used or reused, or prepared for 
use or reuse, as an ingredient {n an Industrial process to make a product, or as an 
effective. substitute for a commercial product. _ 

L The Board shall provide for reasonable exemptions from the permitting requirements, 
both procedural and substantive, in order to encourage the development of yard waste 
composting facilities. To accomplish this, the Board ts authorized to exempt such facilities 
from regulations governing the treatment of waste and to establish an expedited approval 

process.
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Appendix C. The Feasibility of A Statewide 
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and 
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FOREWORD 

The 1989 General Assembly adopted HJR 395, which requested the Department of 
Waste Management to conduct a study of the feasibility of astatewide composting program 
for leaves and other yard wastes. 

HJR 395 requested the Department to: 

1. work in cooperation with and secure the participation of the Virginia Depart 
ment of Agriculture and Consumer Services, and the Cooperative Extension 
Services of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and Virginia 
State University. 

2. study the amount of yard waste material available, the potential reduction of - 
such material from the waste stream, the current and future uses for the end 
product, the techniques for the production of yard waste compost, the eco- 
nomic impacts and benefits to the Commonwealth, and the level of participa- 
tion of the private sector. 

3. develop recommendations for implementation of a statewide program. 

An advisory committee of representatives from the agencies referenced in HJR 395 
was formed in May, 1989. The committee recommended that the Department of Waste 
Management accept a proposal from the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and the Virginia Cooperative Extension 

Service, to conduct the feasibility study. The Department of Waste Management approved 
the committee’s recommendation and in June 989, acontract was entered into between 
the Department and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
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The Department of Waste Management requested that the scope of the study 
proposal be expanded to include a major emphasis on the markels for composted yard 
waste and that potential users be identified. 

The research study began on July 1, 1989 and was concluded on December 1, 1989. 

A final report describing the study's findings and recommendations was presented to the 
Department and the other referenced agencies on December 7, 1989. 

The final report, “The Feasibility Of A Statewide Yardwaste Composting Program 
For Virginia”, has been reproduced in its entirety for this document, and begins on the 
following page. The recommendations for the Department of Waste Management and the 
General Assembly are listed in the Executive Summary section of the report and are 
explained in detail, beginning on page 39. 

The Department has begun coordination of the administrative and regulatory 
changes recommended by the study, so that composting as a waste management 
technique may be more widely employed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Feasibility of a Statewide 
Yardwaste Composting Program for Virginia 

This study was conducted to determine the feasibility of developing and implementing a 

statewide program for composting yardwaste (leaves and grass clippings). The study was 

conducted by the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service for the Virginia Department of Waste 

Management as directed by the 1989 Session of the General Assembly pursuant to House Joint 

Resolution No. 395. 

Currently, most yardwastes are disposed in landfills, although that practice is being reduced 

rapidly throughout the nation. There is a serious national crisis concerning solid waste management 

and the availability and cost of landfill space. As a result, local, state and federal governments are 

focusing attention on means of reducing municipal solid waste (MSW) volumes requiring landfilling. 

It is apparent in Virginia and throughout the country that yardwaste may be a key MSW component 

in achieving substantial source reduction/recycling in a short time period. Typically, yardwaste is 

thought to comprise 15 to 20% of the MSW volume but ranges from 5 to 40%. 

However, diverting yardwaste from landfills requires alternative processing (composting) and 

the development of uses and markets for the finished products. As a result, a major focus of this 

study was to evaluate the potential market for composted yardwaste, identify potential user groups 

and estimate the volume that could be marketed. Additional emphasis was placed on the amount 

of material, the suitability of yardwaste components for composting, potential reductions in MSW 

volumes, appropriate technologies for yardwaste composting and their costs, cost savings and the 

role of the private sector. A secondary focus was on the potential for removing woody waste from 

the waste stream. While conducting the study, it also became evident that methods to change 

public perception/behavior concerning the need to collect yardwaste, particularly grass clippings, 

60
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should be evaluated. 

METHODS 

Acomputerized literature search conducted at Virginia Tech, identified several hundred articles, 

journals, manuals and books in print on the subject of composting. A complete listing of all articles, 

journals, books and manuals used in compiling information can be found at the end of the report. 

Ten composting sites around the country were visited during the study and telephone 

interviews were conducted with regulators, consultants and facility operators at other locations. 

Three surveys were developed to determine the amount of compostable yardwaste potentially 

available, the perceived markets for compost and interest in composting and compost utilization. 

Virginia Nursery Operators, Solid Waste Management Permit Holders and Extension Agents- 

Agriculture were surveyed. Each survey was designed to match the area of expertise of the 

individual group. 

Results and Recommendations-Yardwaste 

The first concern for any composting program is the appropriateness of available technology. 

The most appropriate technology is a function of the material, available land area, nuisance 

potential, equipment availability, available resources, potential environmental harm and regulatory 

requirements. Strom and Finstein (1986) classified yardwaste composting procedures into four 

levels of technology based on equipment and resource requirements, composting time, land area 

requirement and quality of the finished product. These four levels are minimal, low, intermediate 

and high technologies. Based on this study, the low level of technology is best suited for small to 

medium localities and intermediate technology is most appropriate for medium to high population 

areas. 

Survey results indicated that at least 883% and 81% of the solid waste managers surveyed
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landfilled their leaves and grass clippings, respectively. If a conservative average of 15% yardwaste 

is used with an approximate total MSW volume of 6.5 million tons per year, then about one million 

tons or four million cubic yards of yardwaste are collected in Virginia each year with the vast 

majority going to landfills. The average landfill tippage fee for survey respondents was $19.63 /ton. 

These fees should rise rapidly in the near future. Based on projected yardwaste volumes and the 

average tippage fee, landfill space valued at almost twenty million dollars is being used for 

yardwaste. 

It is estimated that, if all yardwaste in Virginia were composted, 800,000 cubic yards of finished 

compost would be generated each year. However, efforts will be made to reduce grass clipping 

removal and increase backyard composting. This should result in an annual compost volume of 

less than 600,000 cubic yards per year. Current demand for similar materials (peat moss, organic 

materials in potting mixes, etc) could account for about two thirds of that volume. Through public 

education, increased public sector use and other recommended programs, it is estimated that 

markets can be developed for all yardwaste compost. Municipalities should also encourage 

backyard composting as a part of their overall yardwaste management program. Participation in 

backyard composting will depend in part on the public’s understanding of the cost and problems 

associated with landfilling or otherwise disposing of yardwastes. 

It is apparent that yardwaste can be composted at a cost less than the current state average 

tippage fee ($19.63/ton). Thus, statewide composting of yardwaste is feasible and should result in 

substantial savings for localities. It is therefore recommended that the state prohibit the placement 

of leaves and grass clippings in landfills after January 1, 1995. To accomplish this goal, changes 

must be made in the Solid Waste Management Regulations to facilitate siting and operation of 

yardwaste compost facilities. Some localities may need assistance from the Virginia Resource 

Authority to assist with capital costs. However, there is a great deal of private sector interest in 

composting at rates below landfill tippage fees which could reduce capital outlay burdens on
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localities. To provide incentive for private composting facilities, it is recommended that low interest 

loans and/or tax incentives be provided for establishment of such facilities. 

For the program to succeed, the technologies must be understood by state and local 

government and private personnel, the demand for yardwaste compost must increase and the 

volume of yardwaste collected (particularly grass clippings) must decrease. To increase 

understanding of technologies and use volume, six pilot projects with an associated public 

education program should be conducted. Public education on backyard composting is needed as 

is an educational program to reduce the removal of grass clippings. 

Local governments should also be encouraged to restrict the collection of grass clippings. 

Finally, the Governor should issue an executive order requiring state agencies to use or have their 

contractors use composted yardwaste in place of comparable organic materials when available at 

a competitive price and an acceptable quality. This order should become effective January 1, 1991. 

In addition, local governments should be encouraged to require local agencies to use compost 

generated within that locality when appropriate. 

If the recommendations of this report are implemented, the goal of removing yardwaste from 

landfills by 1995 can be accomplished. This will result in recycling of 15-20% of the total municipal 

solid waste volume in Virginia. 

Results and Recommendations-Woody Waste 

It is estimated that woody waste comprises 15 to 20% of the municipal solid waste volume. 

Disposal of woody wastes currently consists of landfilling or burning. Since woody materials 

decompose very slowly, composting is impractical in most cases. However, this material can be 

reduced in size and used in soil mixes, as mulch or as Resource Derived Fuel (RDF). Other 

potential uses would be for processed wood products, such as particle board or as pulp.
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Virginia does not currently have a good market for RDF so the major potential use of woody 

waste would be mulch. However, the demand for mulch is currently filled through the use of various 

waste wood by-products such as shredded bark. It also appears that the total demand for mulch 

materials is than half the volume potentially available. 

Based on this study, it is not currently feasible to recycle all woody waste. However, given 

the large volume of materials, the state should support programs that will lead to recycling of the 

material. Alternative uses of woody waste must be developed if these materials are to be recycled. 

Woody waste are generally not considered suitable for use in pulping or manufactured wood 

products (pressboard, fiberboard, etc.) because of foreign materials (soil, rocks, etc). Additional 

research is needed to determine the feasibility of making woody waste suitable for these uses or 

developing other innovative beneficial uses. 

It is recommended that a state of the art project be conducted to determine technologic 

constraints on uses of woody waste and to determine research needs. Based on the results of this 

project, research should be conducted to develop technologies that allow the use of woody waste 

in manufactured wood products or pulp. The potential future RDF market for woody waste should 

also be determined. An ongoing private sector pilot program on the controlled long term 

decomposition of woody waste for use as a soil amendment should also be evaluated for potential 

applicability. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was conducted to determine the feasibility of developing and implementing a 

statewide program for composting yardwaste (leaves and grass clippings). The study was 

conducted by the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service (VCES) for the Virginia Department of 

Waste Management (DWM) as directed by the 1989 Session of the General Assembly pursuant to 

House Joint Resolution No. 395.
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The interest in yardwaste composting in Virginia was found to be representative of intense and 

‘rapidly growing interest in the subject throughout the nation. Currently, most yardwastes are 

disposed in landfills although that practice is being reduced rapidly throughout the nation. There 

3 a serious national crisis concerning solid waste management and the availability and cost of 

ndfill space. As a result, local, state and federal governments are focusing attention on means of 

ducing municipal solid waste (MSW) volumes requiring landfilling. Mandatory recycling levels for 

W are in place at the federal level and many states have set recycling goals more ambitious than 

sral requirements. In Virginia, landfills must be recycling 10% of their waste volume by 1991, 

-by 1993 and 25% by 1995. 

it is apparent in Virginia and throughout the country that yardwaste may be a key MSW 

onent in achieving substantial source reduction/recycling in a short time period. Typically, 

aste is thought to comprise 10 to 30% of the MSW volume. Thus, at a minimum, 

usting/recycling of yardwastes would allow localities to meet the 1991 recycling goal and 

some localities could meet the 1995 goal solely by removing yardwaste from their landfills. 

Obviously, yardwaste should not be the sole focus of a local recycling program but it may offer a 

rapidly achievable and substantial reduction in MSW volume. 

However, removing yardwaste from landfills requires alternative processing (composting) and 

the development of uses/markets for the finished products. Thus, this study focused on the amount 

of material available, the suitability of yardwaste components for composting, potential reductions 

in MSW volumes, appropriate technologies for yardwaste composting and their costs, cost savings, 

the role of the private sector, and potential uses/users of yardwaste compost. A secondary focus 

was on the potential for removing woody waste from the waste stream. 

While conducting the study, it become evident that methods to change public 

perception/behavior concerning the need to collect yardwaste, particularly grass clippings, should 

be evaluated. Based on information gathered, programs needed to encourage yardwaste
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composting, to increase compost use, to involve the private sector, and to change public 

perception/behavior were identified. In addition, further information needs and possible alternative 

management for woody waste were identified. 

Composting As A Waste Management Alternative 

Composting has been used as a means of converting organic wastes into a useful material 

for thousands of years. Composting was originally done to generate a beneficial soil amendment 

without an emphasis on waste management. However, during the last thirty years it has been 

recognized that composting can serve as a means of recycling many types of wastes. 

The initial emphasis on the use of composting technologies as a waste management alternative 

was focused primarily on sewage sludge. During the 1960’s and 1970’s, a great deal of research 

was conducted on technologies for composting sewage sludge. This research provides the basis 

for the technologies applied to yardwaste composting. 

Since the early sludge composting research, almost all types of organic waste have been 

evaluated for their suitability for composting. Animal, food processing, pharmaceutical, petroleum, 

pulping, textile and other wastes have ail been composted with some degree of success. In 

addition, efforts have been made to compost organic portions of municipal solid waste. Although 

some MSW composting facilities are operational, the inability to remove glass, plastic and some 

metal has limited the applicability of this technology. Compost produced from MSW often contains 

small pieces of glass and metal that prevent it from being distributed and used. It appears that 

improved segregation of MSW before collection or at a centralized post collection site will be 

necessary before MSW composting can become a standard practice. The city of Portland, Oregon 

has just let a contract that requires post collection segregation followed by composting of the 

organic MSW fraction. This appears to be the first large scale MSW composting operation 

established under along term contract. The performance of the Portland program should be closely
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followed. 

Some yardwaste composting has occurred for many years. However, the current focus 

began in the mid 1980’s with work conducted by Strom and Finstein (1986) at Rutgers University. 

During the last five years, efforts have been made to adapt composting technologies to best handle 

yardwaste. This work will be discussed in more detail later in this report. 

The Composting Process 

Composting is the manipulation of the natural aerobic (oxygen demanding) process of 

decomposition of organic materials to increase the rate of decomposition. The processes are very 

similar to the decomposition of leaves that fall in the forest but occur at an accelerated rate. When 

leaves first fall, they remain on the surface for extended periods but slowly begin to decompose due 

to fungal and bacterial activity. If you look at a leaf mat in a forest you can observe leaves in 

varying states of decay going from fresh leaves on the surface with progressing decomposition as 

you near the mineral soil surface. Directly above the mineral soil surface is a rich, dark layer of 

stable organic matter or humus. This material consists primarily of decomposed leaves and fungal 

and bacterial cell mass. Leaf or yardwaste compost is very similar to that stable organic matter. 

Composting accelerates the decomposition process by controlling temperature and moisture and 

assuring that an adequate supply of oxygen is present. The technologies used to control these 

environmental factors will be discussed in more detail later. 

METHODS 

Literature Review 

A computerized literature search was done at Virginia Tech, utilizing information available from 

the National Agricultural Library in Beltsville, Maryland. The search identified several hundred
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articles, journals, manuals and books in print on the subject of composting. Some sources were 

eliminated because they did not pertain strictly to composting of yardwastes, but included other 

wastes such as MSW, sludge, manures, etc. 

A complete listing of all articles, journals, books and manuals used in compiling information 

for this report is included. For easier reference, the bibliography is divided into the following 

sections: 

1) Marketing/Utilization 

2) Studies, Systems, Surveys 

3) MSW Separation, Europe 

4) Leaf and Yard Wastes 

5) Co-composting 

6) Techniques/Principles 

7) Soils/Toxins/Agricultural Uses 

8) Horticultural Uses 

9) Waste Wood 

10) Landfills /Renovation 

11) Books 

12) Manuals 

A major source of information on yardwaste composting is the monthly magazine “Biocycle, 

The Journal of Waste Recycling", published by JG Press, Emmaus, PA. Although it is not strictly a 

compost journal, it contains articles each month on technologies, marketing, equipment and uses 

of yardwaste compost. There is limited information in refereed technical journals about yardwaste 

compost per se, although there is much information on other types of composting (MSW, co-
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composting sludge, manures, etc). These technical journals are, however, good sources of articles 

pertaining to principles involved in composting, and even to horticultural and agronomic uses of 

different types of compost. For example, there are a number of articles available on horticultural 

uses of shredded bark and wood wastes in potting soll mixes. 

Several books on composting are available. These provide good references on principles, 

theories and engineering aspects of composting. Probably the best all-around sources of 

information are the yardwaste composting manuals from the states with statewide programs in 

place. New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and others have 

manuals in print. 

Site Visits 

A number of sites around the country were considered for visits, based on the study done for 

the EPA by Kashmanian and Taylor (1988). Phone contacts were made and sites were chosen to 

provide a wide variety of designs and technologies used in different parts of the country. Sites were 

not chosen because of a high level of technology but rather to observe a wide range of methods 

employed in composting yardwastes. Several of the sites specialized in recycling woody wastes, 

others leaves only, and some a combination of all types of yardwastes. Based on this criteria, and 

a limited travel budget, the following operations were visited: 

1) Cooperative Waste Industries, St. Paul, MN. 

This is a private leaf composting operation that is experimenting with mixing grass clippings 

with leaves. They also have a pilot project evaluating the mixing of restaurant wastes, including 

paper, with leaves.
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2) Pacific Topsoils and Snoshomish County Government, Everett, WA (Seattle). 

A private company that accepts woody wastes and demolition debris from homeowners, 

landscapers and contractors. Yardwastes, woody wastes and construction scraps (no painted or 

treated wood) are ground, with the smallest chips stockpiled to be mixed with soil for sale as 

topsoil. The largest fraction (overs) is either reground or sold as mulch or as resource derived fuel 

(RDF). Snoshomish County, Washington has a recycling budget of 1.7 miilion dollars per year. 

They have major activities in many areas of recycling including yard and woody waste. 

3) Metro, Portland, OR. 

Metro is the Portland metropolitan area agency for recycling. They have a very progressive 

recycling program in place. The city contracts with two local companies to accept Portland’s leaves 

and other yardwastes. These two private companies compost the wastes and blend the compost 

with soil and other components to make several different products for sale. Metro also maintains 

quality control on the products, testing them for nutrient content, pH, toxins, etc. Metro has just 

completed a very impressive public relations campaign on yardwaste. They contracted with a public 

relations firm for a three year, $185,000 per year advertising campaign. The campaign used 

television, radio, newsprint and billboard advertisements to increase the awareness of all citizens 

of problems associated with yardwaste management. Preliminary evaluation shows a major 

increase in awareness of the general citizenry as a result of the campaign. 

4) Davis Waste Removal, Davis, CA. 

Davis is a uniquely environmentally oriented city in the Sacramento Valley in northern 

California. They have a voluntary MSW recycling program in which 63% of the households 

participate. Davis Waste Removal uses a minimal level of technology for their leaf compost 

windrows. The material is piled, turned infrequently and is allowed to compost on it’s own. This
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does not generate a high quality end product. The material is offered to the public to pick up for 

free. The “Claw”, a pincer-like bucket on a front-end loader used for curbside yardwaste collection, 

was developed at Davis. 

5) Zanker Resources, San Jose, CA. 

This is a woody waste recovery operation near San Jose. They accept all types of woody 

wastes, as long as it has no painted or treated wood in it. They have a log splitter in operation that 

will split stumps up to twelve feet in diameter (to accept giant redwood). After the stumps are 

reduced to a manageable size, a crew with chain saws cuts it into firewood. It is sold to the public 

at about one half the market price for other firewood. In another area of the operation, tub grinders 

reduce wood to muich, RDF, or to be mixed and sold as a soil amendment. They are also 

conducting a pilot study with the city of San Jose to compost yardwaste using low level technology. 

6) Ticonderoga Farms, Loudoun Co.,VA. 

This is a privately owned Christmas tree farm that is accepting land clearing debris including 

stumps and logs. The material is stockpiled in a mix with brush and some soil and allowed to set 

for five or more years to decompose. The material will then be spread on the land to improve poor 

soil conditions. The owner of the farm, Mr. Peter Knop, is an environmental farmer and plans to use 

the decomposed woody material to improve the soil on his land. The material is piled into large 

windrows approximately 18’ high x 50’ wide x 500’ long. The piles are irrigated and the runoff 

caught in ponds located below the piles. He is experimenting with growing a viney cover over the 

piles to maintain a high moisture level, and inoculating the wood with white rot fungus to speed 

decomposition. The piles are placed in areas of the farm most in need of soil improvement, to be 

spread in that area when decomposed. The number and location of windrows are limited in order 

to assure adequate area for spreading the material and minimizing offsite visibility. This technology
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is currently unproven, but if successful, may offer an alternative management tool for land clearing 

debris. Because of this strong environmental interest, Mr. Knop is taking an environmentally 

conservative approach. If the practice were widely used, regulatory attention should focus on 

limitations on types of materials allowed, of windrows versus available land, and windrow 

location /visibility. 

7) Alternate Disposal Systems, Inc., Parlin, NJ. 

This private company accepts land clearing, woody waste and clean woody demolition waste. 

Like others, they do not accept treated or painted wood. They designed and use a specialized 

grinder that works using a different principle than either a hammermill or tub grinder. (See the 

equipment section for a more detailed description). The wood is ground to different size chips and 

sent by conveyer to a shaking screen where chips of a certain size will fall into a pile. Larger chips, 

or “overs”, are sold to be used as temporary road bases on construction sites. This company also 

markets a line of chippers from a small portable unit capable of handling materials up to 6" in 

diameter, to large machines capable of chipping stumps several feet in diameter. 

8) Dr.Peter Strom, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ. 

Dr. Strom is a professor in the Environmental Sciences Department at Rutgers University. He 

has been doing research in the area of yardwaste composting for several years, and, with Dr. Melvin 

Finstein, wrote the “Leaf Composting Manual for New Jersey Municipalities". He recommends of 

minimal to low technology composting, and is conducting research evaluating different mixes of 

leaves and grass clippings. While the minimal technology does work, he has observed problems 

with this method. Odors are the most common problem as the piles become anaerobic in a short 

time if the piles are not turned. Also, the process can take up to three years and the finished 

compost is not a high quality material.
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9) Middlebush Compost, Inc. Middlebush, NJ. 

This is a very well managed, intermediate technology leaf composting operation. It is on a 25 

acre site and has a 200,000 cu yd capacity. The windrows are 18’ high x 18’ wide x 120’ long. The 

temperature inside the piles is monitored and when it reaches 140 degrees F, the windrows are 

turned using a Scarab 18 mechanical windrower. The piles are turned approximately once a week, 

but more often when first formed. They are producing a very high quality compost in nine months. 

The finished material is sold screened, or unscreened. This high quality compost is becoming well 

accepted for use by nursery operators, landscapers, etc. 

10) Dickerson Composting Facility, Dickerson, MD. 

The Dickerson facility, run by Maryland Environmental Services, is on a site that in the past 

was used for sludge composting. It is a 47 acre paved site, that currently is taking about 97,000 

cu yds of leaves a year, however, they have begun experimenting with a pilot grass collection 

program. This past summer (1989), they collected grass from 2400 households and received 500 

tons of clippings since April. They are experimenting with mixes and feel they can go to a 2:1 

leaves to grass clipping mix. Next year the grass collection program will be expanded to all 300,000 

households in the county which will double the yardwaste volume they receive. They use a Cobey 

windrow turner, that was formerly used with the sludge composting operation. They are supposed 

to turn the piles on a monthly basis, however, some piles had not been turned for a longer period. 

There were plastic bags in many of the windrows, especially the ones with grass clippings. They 

have tried using biodegradable bags, but have not had good results with them. After composting 

and screening, they were turning out a high quality product in about one year but more attention 

to turning the piles on a regular basis would turn out a high quality compost in a shorter time 

period.
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Surveys 

Three surveys were developed to determine the amount of compostable yardwaste produced, 

the perceived uses of compost, and interest in composting and compost utilization. These were 

population surveys, directed to people in Virginia who would either have uses for compost, 

knowledge of amounts of yardwastes going into landfills, or perceptions of how compost could be 

used by citizens of the state. 

The surveys were mailed in July and August, 1989. One week after the initial mailing a 

reminder postcard was sent to thank people who had already responded, and to remind those who 

had not. The data from the surveys was then entered on a computer and analyzed. A discussion 

of each of the surveys follows. (A copy of each of the surveys can be found in Appendix B). 

Discussion and interpretation of survey results are included in various sections of the report. 

1) Virginia Nursery Operators Survey 

In order to help assess potential uses, use volumes and private sector interest in composting, 

all registered nursery operators in the state were surveyed to determine current uses of organic 

materials for mulches, potting mixes, etc., and ways composted yardwaste could be used. Thirty- 

one percent (147 of 476) of all nursery operators responded to the survey. Over two-thirds of the 

respondents were sufficiently interested in making or using yardwaste compost that they asked to 

be put on a mailing list for further information. Locations, by city or county, of interested nurseries 

are shown in Figure 1. 

2) Virginia Cooperative Extension Agents Survey 

Extension Agents are in the unique position of having first-hand knowledge of local 

government and of how Virginia farmers and gardeners would use a material such as yardwaste 

compost. Many of them are involved in or aware of local programs in recycling and composting.
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Seventy percent (86 of 123) of the Extension Agents-Agricuiture, representing nearly 3.4 million 

people, responded. Their perceptions on current yardwaste management, uses for and interest in 

yardwaste compost, and areas of public education needed, were important in formulating 

recommendations for this feasibility study. Thirty one respondents (36%) said they would like for 

their locality to be considered as a participant in a pilot program. The location of interested cities 

or counties is shown in Figure 2. 

3) Virginia Solid Waste Management Permit Holder Survey 

Solid Waste Management Permit Holders were surveyed to determine: a) the expected life of 

their landfill, b) the amount of yardwaste currently received at the landfill, c) awareness of programs 

in other states to recycle organic wastes, and d) perceptions of the feasibility of a composting 

program in their locality. Forty-seven percent of all permit holders responded indicating a high level 

of interest in yardwaste composting. 

Telephone Interviews 

Telephone interviews were conducted with people in areas of the country not visited, either 

due to time or budgetary constraints. The people interviewed included researchers, regulators, 

recycling coordinators, and compost facility operators. A list of contacts is included in Appendix A.
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CURRENT YARDWASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

IN VIRGINIA 

Currently, 76% and 81% of the Solid Waste Management Permit Holders surveyed landfilled 

all of their leaves and grass clippings respectively. Seven percent stockpile both leaves and grass 

clippings and use a giveaway program in combination with landfilling to manage leaves. The 

remaining permit holders use some other method or combination of methods to manage yardwaste. 

The average annual percentage of MSW that is yardwaste was estimated by respondents to 

be nine percent. This is substantially below most estimates from oiher states and more quantitative 

numbers generated by waste stream inventories. It appears that most permit holders may have only 

accounted for bulk quantities of leaves. Based on available information from Virginia and elsewhere, 

it is estimated that yardwaste accounts for 15 to 20% of Virginia’s MSW. This does not include 

woody waste which likely accounts for about the same volume as yardwaste. It should be noted 

that yarawaste volumes can range from 5 to 40% of the total waste stream at different landfills. 

Nearly ane third (32%) of the respondents have a separate curbside collection program for 

leaves. This facilitates segregation of the materials for composting. For localities without curbside 

collection, efforts to segregate yardwaste either during or after collection will be critical in 

developing a successful yardwaste composting program. 

No locality currently composts more than 10% of their yardwaste. However, more than one 

third (84%) of the respondents have established a group to study recycling of yardwaste as 

compost. The intense interest in yardwaste compost is indicated by the high level of response to 

the survey (47% of all permit holders) and the large number of respondents requesting to be put 

on a mailing list for additional information on yardwaste composting (Figures 6 and 7). 

The interest in yardwaste management is further intensified by the large number of landfills
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nearing capacity. Over half (52%) of the respondents indicated their landfill had an expected life 

of less than ten years. Of that number, 36% have selected a new site and are in some phase of 

design or construction. The short life expectancy of so many landfills and the cost of new landfill 

space dictates that all recyclable waste, such as yardwaste, must be removed from landfills. 

If a conservative average of 15% yardwaste is used with an approximate total MSW volume 

of 6.5 million tons per year, then almost one million tons or approximately four million cubic yards 

of yardwaste are collected in Virginia each year with the vast majority going to landfills. The 

average landfill tippage fee for survey respondents was $19.63 per ton. Based on projected 

yardwaste volumes and the average tippage fee, landfill space valued at almost 20 million dollars 

are being used for yardwaste. As stated earlier, an approximately equal volume (and cost) is 

associated with woody waste. This suggests that the total cost of disposing of yardwaste and 

woody waste in Virginia is nearly 40 million dollars annually. Further, tippage fees are rising rapidly 

as new landfill space becomes increasingly difficult to locate. It should also be noted that 46% of 

responding landfills charged less than $10/ton which is unrealistically low. These are likely older 

landfills that have not yet included the costs of upgrading to meet new requirements. It can thus 

be concluded that the real cost of yard and woody waste management, when viewed in terms of 

future availability of landfill space, should be far in excess of 40 million dollars per year.
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MARKETS AND USES FOR YARDWASTE COMPOST 

Based on results of surveys sent to Virginia Nursery Operators, a number of organic matter 

sources currently in use could be replaced by yardwaste compost. Fifty-six percent of the 

respondents felt compost could be substituted for commercial potting soil mixes and many felt it 

could be substituted for peat moss. Over 94,000 cubic yards of potting soil mix and 36,000 cubic 

yards of peat moss are used by respondents per year. If all of the peat and one-half of the potting 

soil mix could be replaced by compost, a potential market of about 95,000 cubic yards of compost 

per year would result from survey respondents only. 

By replacing all of the peat moss and half of the potting mix sold by responding nurseries, an 

additional 41,000 cubic yards of compost could be used (only half of the potting mix was assumed 

replaced since a good potting mix must contain a substantial portion of organic material). This 

results in a total potential market of 136,000 cubic yards of organic material used or sold by survey 

respondents. It is not statistically appropriate to directly extrapolate population survey results to the 

entire population. Therefore, total market volume can only be estimated. It is estimated that a total 

potential market volume two to three times that reported by respondents, or ranging between 

272,000 and 408,000 cubic yards, could be anticipated. However, this assumes that the most 

commonly used organic materials would be replaced entirely, which is unlikely. Nursery operators 

and extension agents also felt the material would be suitable for use in lawn establishment/ 

renovation and home garden soil improvement. 

There are apparently some misconceptions about potential uses of yardwaste compost even 

among extension agents and the nursery industry. When finished, yardwaste compost is a very 

dark, crumbly material, that is fine textured. It would not be a very suitable material to use as a 

mulch, but many of the nursery operators and extension agents who responded listed mulch as a
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major compost use, to replace shredded bark. It also is low in nutrients and not well suited as a 

nutrient source, although some nursery operators and extension agents listed this as a major use. 

In addition to replacing potting soil mixes and peat moss, yardwaste compost is an excellent 

soil conditioner. Incorporation of compost into areas for flower beds or field-grown nursery crops 

also represents a substantial potential market a potential use for compost. Fifty four percent of the 

nursery operators felt the material could be used as a soil amendment in field nursery crops. 

It is also likely that state and local government agencies could make use of large quantities 

of the material. In Minnesota, the Governor has issued an executive order requiring use of 

composted yardwaste when available, of comparable quality and competitively priced. Given the 

need to increase use of compost in Virginia, the state should require and/or encourage use of 

yardwaste compost by state and local governments. It is also apparent that the public, including 

state and local agency personnel, are unaware of the potential uses of yardwaste compost. A 

public education program on the use of compost should result in substantial increases in the use 

volume. 

Based on the projected total yardwaste volume of four million cubic yards per year, about 

800,000 cubic yards of compost could be generated. However, as will be discussed later, 

technologic constraints make it desirable to minimize the amount of grass clippings in the material 

to be composted. As a result, programs to minimize grass clipping removal will be recommended. 

If these programs are successful, annual yardwaste compost volumes should be less than 600,000 

cubic yards. Potential use and sales by nursery operators could account for about 50% of that 

volume. Increased use by state and local government will account for a substantial amount of the 

remaining compost. A public education program will result in substantial increases in homeowner 

use. It is estimated that with the programs recommended to increase compost use, backyard 

composting, and to reduce collection of grass clippings, the total volume of yardwaste generated 

in Virginia can be recycled and utilized. Care must be taken to minimize market competition among
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localities in the major metropolitan areas. However adequate use/market appears to exist within 

reasonable distances to handle the yardwaste compost supply. A list of potential user groups for 

which markets could be developed is included in Appendix E. 

REGULATION OF 

YARDWASTE COMPOST 

In those states with active programs, approaches to regulation of yardwaste compost facilities 

vary. In several western states, yardwaste only compost facilities are not currently regulated or are 

accepted as part of the solid waste management operation without amendment to the permit. On 

the east coast, yardwaste facilities are usually regulated by the state solid waste management 

regulatory agency. However, in most cases, regulations for yardwaste compost facilities are less 

stringent than those for other compost operations. 

In New Jersey, small to medium yardwaste compost facilities operated by farmers on their 

farm are exempted from most regulations. Publicly operated minimal technology facilities are 

loosely regulated primarily concerning management practices to minimize odors. However, larger 

private facilities without land on which to use the compost are regulated by the state Department 

of Environmental Quality. Private sector composters in New Jersey are not satisfied with the 

regulatory framework, particularly with respect to the publicly owned minimal technology facilities. 

These facilities are low cost but do not generate a high quality product and private operators feel 

they are a means of long term stockpiling of yardwaste instead of compliance with New Jersey's 

mandatory yardwaste composting regulations. This reduces the volume of materials available to 

the private composters and has resulted in an inadequate supply of yardwaste at some facilities. 

Minnesota is using the “permit by rule” approach to grant approval to yardwaste compost 

facilities. In Minnesota, the perspective composter submits a two page form letter requesting
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approval for a facility. The letter includes information on the location, types of materials to be 

accepted, maximum annual volume, ownership and operational information. The letter is sent to 

the Minnesota Poilution Control Agency where it is reviewed and approved (if deemed acceptable) 

within two weeks. The operator must submit an annual report detailing the types and volume of 

yardwaste received and the volume and disposition of finished compost. The Minnesota Pollution 

Control Agency can require the facility to obtain and operate under a solid waste management 

permit if substantial environmental or nuisance problems arise. 

Currently, yardwaste compost facilities in Virginia are regulated under Section 6.1 of Solid 

Waste Management Regulations. These regulations were clearly written for general MSW refuse or 

refuse mixed with sludge and are therefore necessarily restrictive. Section 6.1 requires an 

impermeable pad, leachate and runoff control, collection and treatment and numerous other site 

restrictions. In addition, routine monitoring of air, water, waste and compost are required. While 

such stringent regulations are understandable and necessary for refuse and sludge composting, 

they represent the most restrictive regulations observed for yardwaste composting facilities. 

If Virginia is to implement a statewide yardwaste composting program, separate regulations 

for yardwaste facilities must be developed. The "permit by rule” approach used in Minnesota 

provides a rapid and simple means of obtaining approval for a yardwaste composting facility while 

still allowing more stringent regulation should problems arise. This approach should be used for 

approving public and private facilities that do not have land on which to use the compost. Farmers 

and nursery operators accepting small quantities of yardwaste (less than 5000 cubic yards per year) 

should only have to notify DWM of their intent to accept yardwaste and their location.
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YARDWASTE COMPOSTING 

TECHNOLOGIES 

For any compostable material, there are several technologies available for composting. The 

most appropriate technology is a function of the material, available land area, nuisance potential, 

equipment availability, available resources, potential environmental harm and_ regulatory 

requirements. Strom and Finstein (1986) classified yardwaste composting procedures into four 

levels of technology based on equipment and resource requirements, composting time, land area 

requirement and quality of the finished product. These four levels are discussed below. 

A. Minimal Technology 

Generally, this technology is best suited to a locality that has a large site, isolated from heavily 

populated areas. At least one acre for every 4,000 cubic yards of collected leaves is recommended 

(Strom and Finstein, 1986). This does not include any buffer zone, the size of which will vary for 

each site dependent upon location and regulatory requirements. The yardwaste is brought to the 

site and immediately formed into large windrows, (e.g. 12 ft. high by 24 ft. wide) using a front-end 

loader. Though it is not essential, the yardwaste may be wetted while the windrows are formed. 

Wetting may be necessary only in dry years, since the large piles will conserve moisture and will 

be exposed to precipitation. The piles are only turned once a year and it takes 3 years or more to 

get a finished product. A serious limitation for this system is that the pile becomes anaerobic in a 

short period of time and will only receive a new supply of oxygen each time the pile is turned. The 

center of the pile may also reach inhibitively high temperatures (> 140 F,60 C) especially during the 

first year. Also, unpleasant odors will be produced in this anaerobic environment, and will be 

released into the air even without turning the pile. At one apparently isolated site in New Jersey,
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ten odor complaints were filed during the first eight months of 1989. A quarter of a mile or more 

between composting windrows and neighboring land-uses is recommended as a minimum buffer 

zone. 

The main advantage to this system is that it is relatively inexpensive, requiring little equipment 

and labor. A front-end loader is only needed to form the initial windrows and to do the yearly 

turning. Screening and grinding of the finished product is required if the compost is to be sold or 

given to the public. If, however, it were to be incorporated into farm land, screening would be 

optional to remove large pieces of trash and plastic bags. 

The major disadvantages are the odors produced, the length of time required to get a final 

product, the large land area required, and the low quality of the finished product. Minimal 

technology is only appropriate for small volume facilities with large land areas where end product 

use is not a major concern. Minimal technology facilities are not likely to be acceptable for use by 

many Virginia localities. 

B. Low-level Technology 

The low-level technology system, in which moisture content, oxygenation, and temperature are 

all monitored and controlled will increase composting rate with minimal additional capital investment 

and generate a more useable end product. 

To obtain the fifty percent moisture content necessary for optimum decomposition, the 

yardwaste may need to be sprayed with water prior to, or as the windrows are being formed. 

Spraying the piles after formation leads to the water running off with little penetrating to the inside 

of the pile. A rule of thumb for checking for proper moisture level is that it should be possible to 

squeeze a few drops of water out of a handful of yardwaste. About fifty gallons of water will need 

to be added per cubic yard of dry collected leaves with that amount reduced as the amount of 

grass clippings added increases.
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The size of the windrows has a direct effect on the amount of oxygen that gets into the 

windrows, which in turn affects the temperature and the microbial activity inside the piles. The 

windrows should be large enough to conserve heat and moisture, and minimize area requirements, 

but not so large as to create anaerobic conditions or increase the temperature above the optimum 

for microbial growth. No single size pile can meet these seemingly conflicting demands. One 

possible solution is to start with two moderately sized piles, stacked close to each other, and 

combine them after one month. Researchers in New Jersey recommend the piles be 6 feet high 

by 12 to 14 feet wide, but this size may need to be increased in colder areas of the state to maintain 

internal temperatures. This will allow the first burst of microbial activity to occur, heating up the 

piles and significantly decreasing their size. The act of combining the windrows will then re-aerate 

the piles, and maintain adequate pile size to keep temperatures optimum allowing microbial activity 

to continue. 

The windrows may be left as is over the winter, but as early as possible in the spring they 

should be turned. Again, as with the minimal-level technology, this may be done with a front-end 

loader. Efforts should be made to turn the piles "inside-out", thoroughly mixing them, which will re- 

oxygenate the interior, and expose the cooler outer edges to the warmer internal temperatures. At 

this turning, odors may be detected because the pile has been anaerobic for an extended period. 

Care must be taken to turn the pile at a time of day when odor compiaints are least likely. Also, 

wind direction must be considered. If the piles are dry, water should be added at this time to 

maintain the 50% optimal level. 

Additional turnings during the summer are useful to increase the decomposition rate, but with 

this level of technology they are optional. Unless the piles are turned once per month or more 

frequently, the compost will not be stabilized by the time the next leaf season begins, (a finished 

product can be expected in 16-18 months) and room will need to be made for the incoming leaves. 

The best managed low technology sites use temperature probes and turn the piles whenever
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internal temperatures exceed about 140 F. This may result in weekly turning during the first several 

weeks particularly if the piles contain a mixture of leaves and grass clippings. However, if the piles 

are turned more frequently based on internal temperature, composting time can be reduced to six 

to twelve months and the end product is usually higher quality. 

After composting, the material may be moved to a curing area around the perimeter of the site 

where it will continue to slowly decompose. This curing pile may be as large as needed to conserve 

space. At this point, the material’s oxygen demands are low and production of odors is unlikely. 

Again, grinding and screening of the finished material is optional, but is recommended to improve 

the appearance of the product. Screening can also help to break up large pieces and remove any 

unwanted materials such as branches, rocks, plastic, cans, etc. This step is fairly labor intensive, 

and requires the purchase of additional equipment. One way to reduce costs is be to share a 

shredder/screener between neighboring operations. 

Low level technology requires less total land area and produces finished compost in a shorter 

time than minimal technology. The finished compost is of moderately high quality for use after 

grinding and shredding. The primary disadvantages are increased labor and equipment use and 

the fact that more than one year may be required to complete composting. Low level technology 

in which the materials are monitored and frequently turned so as to achieve composting in less than 

one year, may provide the most appropriate technology for many small and medium composting 

facilities. 

C. intermediate-Level Technology 

This next level of technology requires the purchase of specialized equipment, but can produce 

a finished compost in less than 6 months. For this technology, a mechanical windrower is used to 

turn the piles. The size of the windrows is restricted by the height and width of the windrow-turning 

machine which is usually not greater than 8 feet high by 12 to 18 feet wide. There are several types
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of windrowers available, some straddle the windrow, while others turn half of the windrow during 

each pass. (These will be discussed in more detail in the section on machinery). These machines 

vary widely in their cost, capabilities and flexibilities. Some can be attached to the PTO of a farm 

tractor or a front-end loader, while others are self-powered units. 

The use of these machines offers several advantages. The time required to produce a finished 

product is greatly reduced. The machine mixes, aerates and grinds the yardwaste all in one step, 

which can eliminate the need to grind or shred the compost as a final step. 

As the yardwaste is brought to the composting area, it is wetted if necessary and turned and 

mixed while being formed into windrows by the machine. Additional high nitrogen wastes, such as 

manures can be added during windrow formation to increase the rate of composting (if leaves only 

are being composted). During the first few weeks, the windrows may be turned several times a 

week, then once per week, or once every two weeks. The need for turning should be monitored 

either by measurement of temperature (or oxygen concentration) within the pile. As the temperature 

reaches 140-150 degrees F, the pile should be turned. This temperature range is optimum for 

destroying pathogens and weed seeds, while allowing maximum growth and reproduction of 

thermophilic bacteria important in the composting process. 

This technology offers several advantages. The total area required is less than with the 

previous technologies. The windrows can be formed close together because the windrower actually 

requires less turn-around space than a front-end loader. Also, as stated above, the machine will 

mix, aerate and grind the leaves as it moves along the piles, eliminating any additional grinding. 

Screening the finished compost is still necessary. The finished product is a very high quality 

material that is ready for use or marketing after curing. 

This technology is the best available for composting leaves, leaf/grass, or leaf /manure mixes. 

Due to the cost of mechanical windrowers, it is probably only practical for medium to large compost 

facilities. Because of the shorter composting period, the alleviation of grinding and the high quality
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end product, it may be desirable for several localities to share a windrower or for a private sector 

firm to provide windrowing service to multiple localities. The disadvantage, is the cost of the 

windrower. However, the savings in time, land area required, and the elimination of the grinding 

step will help offset this cost. This is probably the most appropriate technology for medium and 

large facilities. 

D. High-Level Technology 

This last level of technology is probably not practical for most communities. It was originally 

used in composting sewage sludge, but has been adapted for yardwastes. 

This method consists of using a system of pipes under the piles to run forced air through the 

piles with a blower controlled by a temperature feedback system. When the temperature inside the 

pile reaches a preset level, the blower automatically comes on to cool the pile and assure aerated 

conditions. During the initial start-up period, the blowers would come on frequently under contro! 

of a thermocouple. After 2 to 10 weeks, the aeration system would be removed and the piles turned 

periodically. 

Obviously, this type of system is much more expensive to operate, but its 

advantages include the formation of large windrows to save space and the most rapid composting 

rate. Anaerobic conditions do not develop in these large piles due to the forced air. Composting 

can be completed within several months due to the rapid initial decomposition. Additional high 

nitrogen wastes, such as manures, could be added to the piles easily at this level of technology to 

speed up decomposition and raise the nitrogen content of the finished compost. 

Backyard Composting 

Backyard composting is the first logical step in reducing the amount of organic wastes going 

into our landfills. Processing yardwastes at the point of generation not only has a positive
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environmental impact, but the costs of collecting, transporting, processing and marketing by the 

municipality can all be avoided if home composting is encouraged. 

Many people, especially organic gardeners, have been engaged in composting for many years 

as a way to improve their soil. The addition of organic matter rich compost has many beneficial 

effects for the soil, including: 

1) increasing the water-holding capacity, and reducing the chance of erosion 

2) improving soil tilth, making it easier to cultivate 

3) preventing soil crusting, aiding in seedling emergence 

4) the added organic matter provides a food source for desirable soil micro-organisms and 

earthworms 

5) increasing the fertilizer-holding ability of the soil by increasing the cation exchange capacity 

(CEC) 

6) providing some nutrients for plant growth 

Overall, compost improves the physical, chemical, and biological properties of soils. Compost 

is not considered a primary fertilizer source, because it is low in nutrient content, but it is an 

excellent soil conditioner. 

Municipalities should encourage backyard composting as a part of their overall yardwaste 

management program. Participation in backyard composting will depend in part on the public’s 

understanding of the cost and problems associated with landfilling or otherwise disposing of 

yardwastes. Seattle, Washington, for example, has a program where they train “master composters" 

who in turn give demonstrations and advice on backyard composting to other people. 

There may be local ordinances in some areas that discourage or prohibit backyard 

composting. While it is true that not all backyard composting operations are an asset to the 

neighborhood or the environment, if properly constructed and maintained, a compost bin need not
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produce objectionable odors or attract unwanted animals. 

According to surveys sent to Virginia Cooperative Extension agents, the percentage of 

Virginians who backyard compost is approximately 11%. Informational pamphlets on backyard 

composting need to be developed and distributed to increase public participation. The VCES has 

several publications on the subject. “Composting”, publication #426-325, "Mulches For The Home 

Garden’, #426-326, and "Soil Preparation", #426-313, are all good sources of information on the 

preparation and use of compost. 

Efforts should be made to increase backyard composting. Not only are savings made in 

landfill space but the cost of collecting and transporting the material is avoided. The potential 

savings are so great that even modest increases in backyard composting would justify a substantial 

public education effort. 

The Potential for Composting Yardwaste With Other Organic Wastes 

The microorganisms that actively decompose organic matter have a few simple requirements. 

Balanced nutrients, adequate moisture, proper temperature range and adequate oxygen are all that 

is needed to keep the decomposition process moving at a rapid rate. A little attention to and 

adjustment of these needs will keep the process going and keep odors to a minimum. 

Microorganisms need nutrients, primarily carbon and nitrogen, for both energy and growth. The 

ideal carbon:nitrogen ratio is nearly found in any one organic source. While leaves by themselves 

will compost adequately to oxygen, with temperature and moisture are controlled, they still have a 

high carbon:nitrogen ratio which can slow the decomposition process. The addition of a high 

nitrogen source will accelerate the process, but it must be carefully controlled. Yardwaste compost, 

by itself, is a very low nitrogen-containing soil amendment. The addition of a high nitrogen source 

would possibly make it more suitable as a fertilizer source. Too much nitrogen can result in too
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rapid decomposition and anaerobic conditions that create odor problem. 

Grass clippings are a high nitrogen yardwaste component that is being studied to determine 

the appropriate mix with leaves in a compost systems. Research in several locations indicates that 

a mix of three parts leaves to one part grass may be as optimum for windrow composting. The 

same research suggests the maximum amount of grass clippings is one half the leaf volume (2 parts 

leaves to 1 part grass). Any higher amount of grass clippings causes serious anaerobic conditions, 

leading to odor problems. 

The amount of grass clippings collected each year is approximately equal to the amount of 

leaves collected. The problem of maintaining this 2 to 1 leaves to grass ratio comes from the fact 

that after leaves are collected in the fall and windrowed, they undergo a substantial reduction in 

volume due to the burst of microbial activity that occurs within the first month of composting. By 

the time grass clippings are being collected the following spring and summer, the leaves have been 

reduced in volume by about 50%. Thus the actual leaf to grass ratio would be 1 to 2 instead of the 

desired 2 or 3 to 1 if all grass clippings were collected and composted. Such a ratio would result 

in rotting grass, anaerobic conditions, poor end product quality and intolerable odor. 

Efforts must be made to reduce the quantity of grass collected. Research has shown that 

grass clippings do not need to be removed from lawns. lf lawns are mowed frequently, and the 

clippings allowed to fall back into the lawn, their collection is not necessary. Grass clippings, being 

high in nitrogen will decompose rapidly and actually return nitrogen to the soil, reducing the need 

to apply nitrogen in the form of fertilizers. Homeowners and land managers who collect grass 

clippings should be encouraged or required to manage (compost) their own grass clippings. 

Other high nitrogen solid organic wastes, such as poultry litter, have potential to be added to 

leaf compost windrows. It is estimated that a ratio of 5 to 8 parts leaves to one part poultry litter 

would be appropriate. Pilot studies need to be conducted in areas of the state where poultry litter 

is available to determine the optimum mixture of leaves and poultry litter for composting. Other
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sources of dry animal manures also need evaluation as possible nitrogen sources for yardwaste 

composting systems. 

Sewage sludge, industrial wastes and liquid animal waste are all suitable for mixing with leaves 

for composting. However, the use of these materials will require major site modification, leachate 

and runoff control, ground and surface water monitoring, air and waste monitoring and much better 

process control. As a result it is generally not desirable to mix these wastes with leaves to increase 

the rapidness of composting. 

COMPOSTING EQUIPMENT 

Equipment requirements for composting vary substantially with the type and size of operation. 

This section briefly discusses the major types of composting equipment available and provides 

preliminary cost estimates. Any mention of brand names of equipment does not constitute 

endorsement of that equipment. (The information in this section is based primarily on “Municipal 

Yardwaste Composting, A Handbook for Wisconsin Communities", Dane County Dept of Public 

Works, July, 1988.) 

A. Front-end Loaders 

Both track loaders and wheel loaders may be used in composting operations. The track 

loader operates better in loose or muddy soil, but is not as easily transported if the equipment 

needs to be moved to another site. The wheel loader is more versatile, more easily maneuvered, 

and causes less damage to road and ground surfaces. 

Both types of loaders come in a variety of sizes with a variety of standard and optional 

accessories. They are usually equipped with diesel engines, but models using gasoline and other
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fuels are available. Bucket sizes range from 3/4 to 4 cu. yd. Other attachments, such as a “claw 

and a windrow-turning machine are optional. A front-end loader is the one essential piece of 

equipment for all yardwaste composting operations, and the only equipment used by many . 

Prices for a new front-end loader range from about $50,000 to $150,000, depending on size 

and accessories. 

B. Vacuum Leaf Coilectors 

Vacuum leaf collectors are designed to collect leaves that have been raked into the street or 

along the curb. Tag-along units are towed behind a truck, into which the leaves are blown. Self- 

powered units are also available, some with compaction capacity up to 32 cubic yards per load. 

Most have manually operated intake hoses, ranging from 7 to 18 inches in diameter. Some models 

include an internal shredding system. This equipment works best with fairly dry leaves and cannot 

be used for collection of grass clippings. 

Trailer vacuum units cost from $15,000 to $20,000. Self-contained units cost from $50,000 to 

$110,000. 

C. Grinders 

1) Tub grinders are characterized by a rotating tub-type drum intake system. The material is 

loaded with a front-end loader into the tub and moved across a fixed floor containing hammermills 

that shear the material. As the material is reduced in size, it is forced through a screen and onto 

an elevator belt that discharges the material into standing piles or onto a transfer vehicle. 

Tub grinders are available in different models, which have significantly different capabilities. 

Forage grinders are lighter-duty machines designed for grinding crop wastes such as straw, corn 

stalks, etc. These may be suitable if grinding only yardwastes. Larger heavy-duty grinders are 

made for grinding large amounts of dry wood and brush. These machines are capable of handling
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from 10 to 20 tons per hour depending on factors such as type of plant waste, screen size used, 

and waste moisture content. Although the larger units are capable of grinding pieces of wood up 

to four inches in diameter, the machine will occasionally jam. Proper mixing of wastes and use of 

varying screen sizes will reduce jamming and increase efficiency. 

Tub grinders cost from about $60,000 to $140,000 delivered and require regular maintenance, 

including rotation and replacement of the hammers. A new set of hammers costs approximately 

$900 to $1400. Down-time to replace hammers is several hours. Hammers need to be rotated after 

about 50 hours of use and replaced after 140-240 hours of use. 

2) Special Design Grinders 

This type of grinder is similar to a tub grinder in design, but has been built with a special 

purpose in mind. Alternate Disposal Systems in New Jersey has designed a woody waste grinder 

that will accept logs and stumps several feet in diameter. The grinder has a set of rollers with teeth 

and blades to impale and hold the wood. The wood is rubbed against the rollers and reduced to 

small pieces in a short time. The shredded material is then moved by conveyers to be sized and 

screened. 

There are several models of grinders available, from a small portable model that will accept 

up to six inch wood, machines with increasing capability up to a model powered by a 350 hp diesel 

engine, that can handle logs several feet in diameter. They range in price from $10,000 for the small 

model to over $450,000 for the largest model. 

D. Chippers 

Chipping machines are designed to chip brush, limbs and other woody debris. Chippers are 

typically hand-fed and have blades that range in size from 12 to 16 inches, but will only handle 

material up to about 6 inches in diameter. Some models are equipped with heavy-duty blades that
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can handle an occasional can or rock without damage to the machine. Chippers produce large 

chips, suitable for mulch. Chippers are powered with gasoline or diesel engines or from a power 

take-off shaft. 

Chippers cost from $10,000 to $40,000. Replacement blades cost from $70 to $200 and may 

last up to a year. 

E. Shredders and Screeners - Finishing Equipment 

Shredders and screening devices are frequently used to refine or finish the compost. After the 

material is loaded into a receiving hopper it is carried to the top of a conveyer. The conveyer drops 

the material onto a belt, and by a system of adjustable, variable. sweep fingers, the material 

undergoes a continuous raking action to shred and aerate the load. Oversized pieces are forced 

back for further shredding while items such as sticks, stones, metal and glass are rejected and 

discharged through a trash chute. Shredders can process from 25 to 250 cu yd per hour and cost 

from $30,000 to $95,000 depending on size and options selected. 

There are a variety of screening devices that can be used in compost operations, including 

grizzly screens (scalpers), trommels (rotating screens), and shaking/vibrating screens. Grizzly 

screens are used primarily for crude screening at 2 inches or more, trommels and shaking screens 

for separations above 1/2 inch. Vibrating screens can be used for coarse or fine screening, 

depending on the configuration of the screen. 

Vibrating screens and trommels come in a wide range of models, sizes, and prices. Units 

capable of processing from 25 to 50 cu yd per hour range in price from $35,000 to $170,000 

including screens, feed hoppers, and conveyers. 

F. Compost Turners 

Compost turners are designed especially for windrow turning and aeration. The large models
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are self-propelled and straddle the windrow. Middlebush Compost in New Jersey uses a Scarab 

model 18 to turn windrows at a 200,000+ cubic yard per year facility. This machine has metal teeth 

on a rotating drum and as it moves over the windrows, the teeth shred, break up, and aerate the 

compost. A skirt or fender reforms the windrows into a pyramidal shape. 

Smaller units that are side mounted on front-end loaders or tractors are available. This type 

is driven down one side of the windrow then up the other, requiring two passes for each pile. These 

also come in a variety of sizes and are well suited for small and medium operations. A 

windrow turner is a necessary piece of equipment for a compost operation to rapidly produce a high 

quality product. 

The large, self-contained units can process from 2,000 to 4,000 cu yd per hour and cost from 

$100,000 to $185,000 delivered. The loader/tractor mounted units are designed to turn smaller 

windrows and cost from $10,000 to $60,000. The major maintenance requirement of turners is 

regular replacement of the flails or teeth that cost from $375 to $500 per set. 

G. Monitoring Equipment 

Thermometers may be the only instruments needed to monitor the composting operations. 

Other testing equipment, such as pH meters, colorimeter tests, moisture monitors, etc are optional. 

There are two types of thermometers that are useful for composting: the long-stemmed dial 

type and the infrared scanner. The long-stemmed type should be 2 to 4 feet long so it can be 

inserted into the middle of the windrow. Several should be inserted into each windrow for daily 

readings and removed when the windrows are turned. These cost about $50 each. They are also 

available in a digital read-out model that cost about $500 each. 

The infrared scanner contains a sensor module that converts radiant energy to an electrical 

signal. They are hand-held and can be used to measure the temperature of all sections of a 

windrow at a distance. Infrared thermometers cost about $1200 including the basic accessories.
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A partial list of equipment manufacturers and vendors can be found in Appendix D. 

Evaluating the Cost of Yardwaste 

Composting Options 

Since Virginia municipalities vary widely in their size, location, landfill tippage fees and 

availability of suitable land for a compost site, there is no best approach or strategy for leaf 

composting. In terms of size and ownership of facilities this section discusses three types of 

compost facilities that may be needed to serve the various size municipalities. 1) The small farmer 

or nursery operator facility, with generally 5,000 cubic yards per year of compost or less, 2) the 

medium size prevatior municipal facility accepting 20-30,000 cubic yards per year, and 3) the large 

private commercial facility accepting 80,000 cubic yards per year or more. [This section is based 

primarily on an article by Derr (1989)]. 

1) The smailest and least costly compost operation is the on-farm or nursery operators facility. 

Small communities that have open agricultural space nearby may want to consider subcontracting 

with local farm operators or nursery operators to set up yardwaste composting operations on land 

they own. The leaves would only need to be transported a short distance. This would work 

especially well for areas of the state that use a bulk system of pickup rather than bags of leaves. 

Farmers or nursery operators may already have the equipment needed for this type operation, such 

as front-end loaders to form and turn the windrows. For an investment of $10,000 to $40,000, a 

compost windrow turning machine that can be attached to a tractor may be purchased. This would 

enable a nursery operator or a farmer to supplement their income at a traditionally slow time of year. 

The finished compost product could then be utilized on the farm or nursery. In the case of farm 

operators the compost could be incorporated into the soil on the farm. This may be of particular 

interest to biological or sustainable farm operations in the state. Nursery operators could utilize the
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finished product on their field nursery crops, in potting mixes, etc. The municipalities involved in 

this type arrangement could save money on their tippage fees at the local landfills, and the farmer 

or nursery operator could have an additional source of revenue as well as the finished compost. 

One potential problem may be the presence of non-biodegradable trash in the yardwaste such 

as aluminum cans, tree branches, rocks, etc. This may not be as much a problem for a farm or 

nursery operation where the finished product would be reincorporated into the soil on site as it 

would be if the finished product was going to be marketed. If the finished product was marketed, 

there would need to be a final screening of the material. Manual separation of some of the 

nonbiodegradable items in the yardwaste would have to be done by the municipal crews that picked 

up the material. 

The amount of land needed for a small farm or nursery operation would be minimal also. 

Thirty percent of the nursery operators surveyed expressed an interest in having a facility on their 

site. They further indicated that they already had land and equipment such as front end loaders 

available for this type of an operation. The low or intermediate level technology would be most 

appropriate for farm or nursery based compost facilities that intend on using the material 

themselves. Intermediate level technology is recommended if the material is to be marketed. 

2) The second type of facility is a medium sized private or municipally owned composting 

operation. This type of operation may be suitable for municipalities that may have open land 

available for a composting operation. Some of the costs incurred will be; 1) land for the site, 2) 

site improvements, 3) labor, 4) equipment, 5) buildings to house equipment and the labor force and 

6) a water supply. A more centralized location for the facility will help reduce the transportation 

cost, but this may mean a higher land cost. A buffer zone is generally required because odors can 

be generated. An acre of land is needed for each 3,000 to 3,500 cubic yards of yardwaste. The 

site should have good drainage and access for cars or trucks for off loading yardwaste or picking 

up finished compost. In using a low level technology method, two side-by-side windrows are
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formed and, after the initial burst of microbial activity (approximately one month later), the windrows 

are combined into one. The windrows would then be turned in the late fall or winter and again in 

the spring and the following summer with the front-end loader or they could be turned based on 

internal temperature. After composting they would be moved to form curing piles at the edge of 

the site. This is done to provide space for bringing In the next years yardwaste. The curing piles 

could then be shredded and/or screened and made available for use to the public. Estimates of 

cost for this size of operation will vary according to tippage fees, the cost of land, the cost of the 

site improvements, the turning equipment involved, shredding and screening, etc. These costs are 

said to be a minimum of $4.00 per cubic yard for 1989 (Derr) and the maximum cost observed was 

$12.00 per cubic yard. 

If intermediate level technology were to be employed, a windrow turning machine would be 

used. The largest cost component would then be for the windrow turning machine and the 

screening operation. Land would still account for a large portion of cost. Shredding is not 

necessary and the cost of a tub shredder or grinder could be eliminated if a windrow turning 

machine is utilized in the operation. The screening equipment that is needed only at the end of 

the process may be shared by nearby localities, since this step can be done over a several month 

period. A windrow turning machine could possibly be shared by several localities. At a minimum, 

a locality would need to own a front-end loader to form windrows. 

The finished compost product could be used by the locality in landscaping programs or it 

could be picked up by local residents. Some of it could be sold to local landscapers, nursery 

operators, and state or local agencies. 

3) The third type of composting operation is the large commercial composting operation. This 

type of operation would be best for municipalities that are highly developed where there would be 

difficulties in obtaining land at a reasonable cost for a compost operation. In this situation, . 

yardwaste would have to be transported and composted several miles from the municipality and
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private commercial operators would be employed to handle the yardwaste. These sites would be 

relatively large facilities that could handle 80,000 cubic yards per year or more. An operation of this 

size would need to utilize an intermediate level of technology. These types of operations would also 

have to actively pursue a marketing program for the end product. This type operation is 

significantly more capital intensive. Some of the cost incurred would be the cost of land, site 

preparation, equipment, cost for buildings to house personnel, and the cost of developing a 

marketing program. 

The minimum equipment needed would be a front-end loader, windrow turning machine and 

a machine to screen the finished compost. A weil managed operation in New Jersey, the 

Middlebush Composting facility, had a Scarab 18 windrow turning machine that was capable of 

handling a windrow 8 feet high x 18 feet wide, and could turn a row 125 feet long in 7 minutes or 

less. This was a well managed operation that turned out a superior end product. The finished 

compost was screened and sold to landscapers who could also opt to buy unscreened compost 

at a lower price. They had a marketing program and had no problem selling all of their finished 

product (at $10.00 per cubic yard for screened compost). 

Derr (1989) discusses the diseconomies of scale in compost operations. That is, the large 

commercial operations have a higher cost per cubic yard to compost yardwaste than a medium size 

facility and a small facility may have the lowest cost. This is because of the amount of equipment 

and personne! involved as scale increases. Also, a larger operation must have a marketing system 

which requires a year round facility as opposed to a farm or nursery operated facility that would be 

in operation primarily during the winter or early spring months. Of course once the marketing 

program was in place and ail the finished products in the large commercial operation could be sold, 

additional revenues would be generated. 

In summary, any composting operation is likely to require some capital cost and will have 

operating expenses. However, the advantages of extending the life of landfills, composting for less
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than tippage fees and producing a useful organic material in an environmentally acceptable manner 

appear to make composting the most efficient means of yardwaste management. 

Role of The Private Sector in YardWaste Composting 

As landfill costs rise all over the country, municipalities in search of ways of reducing waste 

management costs are looking towards composting yardwaste. To date, Florida, Illinois, Minnesota, 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin have banned leaves and/or grass clipping from going to 

landfills and incinerators. As the movement toward utilization of yardwaste grows, the management 

methods are also changing. While some municipalities have the land, equipment and expertise to 

convert to a composting system, many do not. Increasingly, the private sector is seeing an 

Opportunity to provide municipalities with yardwaste processing services. Based on survey results, 

30% of the respondents in the Virginia Nursery Operators Survey expressed an interest in operating 

a compost facility if a satisfactory contract could be arranged with a locality. Over 70% of those 

interested have equipment such as tractors and front-end loaders available to form and turn the 

windrows. An equal number felt they have adequate land available for a compost operation. 

Nursery and landscape businesses are a natural market for compost, as much of the finished 

product could be used “in house” for potting soil mixes, field nursery crops, muiches and soil 

amendments for bedding plants and lawn establishment /renovation. In Seattle, Washington, for 

example, Pacific Topsoils, Inc. was contracted to accept yardwaste and market the final product. 

Also in the Pacific northwest, Portland, Oregon contracts its yardwaste to two well established firms, 

Grimm’s Fuel and McFarlene’s Bark, who processed more than 300,000 cubic yards of yardwaste 

in 1987 (Glenn, 1989). 

Others in the private sector that may be interested in managing compost operations would be 

farmers, who probably already have the land available and some type of equipment. As discussed
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in another section of this report, in Loudoun County, an environmental farmer is accepting land 

clearing debris to be composted and the finished product utilized on the farm for soil improvement. 

Other biological farmers may be interested in accepting leaves for composting and use on-farm. 

Waste management companies are another area of the private sector that are becoming 

invoived in yardwaste composting. Solid waste collectors view yardwaste processing as a means 

of reducing their tipping fees or as a way of expanding their services. In Davis, California, a private 

hauler, Davis Waste Removal, contracts with that city to provide a separate yardwaste collection 

service. The leaves are then composted and given back to the residents for their own use. 

Private companies that provide management services to municipalities with yardwaste 

composting facilities are becoming more popular. For example, Organic Recycling, Inc., which 

currently services at least 11 municipal facilities in the northeast, provides the expertise to develop 

a system that will improve the facility’s efficiency. Another company that offers similar services is 

Middlebush Compost, Inc. Middlebush started their own compost facility in 1987, and this well 

managed facility currently handles close to 100,000 cubic yards of leaves per year. In addition, they 

are interested in providing operating services at municipal sites. 

In addition to the interested nursery operators in Virginia, this office has been contacted by 

several private concerns regarding different aspects of yardwaste composting in Virginia. It is 

apparent that the private sector is extremely interested in yardwaste composting and several firms 

are positioning themselves to establish medium to large facilities in the near future. 

WOODY WASTE 

According to survey information, approximately 11% of the total MSW in Virginia is woody 

materials, such as shrub and tree prunings, limbs and stumps. This number is lower than 

anticipated, and may not reflect the large quantity of material placed into debris landfills. Based on
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information from other states, woody waste may account for 15 to 20% of the total MSW in Virginia. 

Disposal of woody wastes currently consists of landfilling or burning. In most areas of the state, 

special debris landfills are used. Since woody materials decompose very slowly and have such a 

high C:N ratio, composting is impractical in most cases. However, this material can be reduced in 

size and used in soil mixes, as Resource Derived Fuel (RDF) or as mulch. Other possible future 

uses would be for processed wood products, such as particle board or as pulp. 

In other areas of the country several innovative woody waste disposal operations that recover 

much of this material have been established. Pacific Topsoils in Everett, Washington, accepts 

woody wastes from landscapers and homeowners and grinds the material to a small chipped size 

using a 750 hp hammermill. The material is then screened and stockpiled to be later mixed with 

soil to produce a material marketed very successfully as topsoil. In another area of the operation, 

they process demolition debris and separate out the woody wastes to be used as RDF. The 

material is ground in a tub grinder and sent through a trommel screen to separate out the woody 

wastes from other materials such as rocks, metal and soil. A subsidiary company, Recovery 

Systems Technology,Inc. designs and builds equipment for recovering woody wastes as well as 

segregation and recovery of demolition wastes. 

Zanker Resources in San Jose, California also accepts woody wastes from landscapers, land 

clearing operations and construction and demolition operations. They will not accept any treated 

or painted wood. Logs and stumps are piled separately from other waste. There is a large log 

splitter that will accommodate a log or stump up to twelve feet in diameter. The wood is split until 

it is small enough to be handled by several workers with chain saws. It is then cut into firewood 

and sold to the public at about one half the market price of other firewood. At another area of this 

operation, wood consisting of construction debris, pallets, land clearing wastes and yardwastes are 

ground and screened into different size fractions. The small chips are marketed as muich, while the 

over-sized pieces are sold as RDF. Zanker Resources has also developed and patented a complete
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demolition waste recovery system. 

In New Jersey, Alternate Disposal Systems, Inc. accepts land clearing, construction and 

demolition debris and woody yardwaste. They have designed a specialized grinder that is different 

than a hammermill or tub grinder. It has a set of free-spinning rollers with teeth and blades to 

impale and hold the wood. The wood is forced against the rollers as the central shaft holding the 

wood spins. This design makes it very difficult to jam the grinder. Also, some models can 

accommodate very large pieces of wood and reduce it to chips in a short time. The material then 

goes to a conveyer where the fine and intermediate sized materials are screened out and sold as 

a fine or coarse mulch. These mulch materials are sold as fast as they can be produced. The 

larger materials are either re-ground or sold as RDF. They also had a system for recovering soil 

from the stumps and wood waste. A shaker is used to shake the soil loose from the wood and the 

soil is then sent to a pile of topsoil. This topsoil is very popular and is usually sold as fast as it can 

be made. 

In Loudoun County, Virginia, Peter Knop, owner of Ticonderoga Farms, is evaluating an 

alternative technology for utilizing woody wastes. Mr. Knop has a Christmas tree operation in an 

area of Loudoun County that has very poor soils. He is experimenting with a method for adding 

organic matter to the soil in an effort to improve its physical condition. He is accepting land 

clearing debris and piling it in large windrows in areas of the farm with the worst soils. The 

windrows are irrigated and a viney cover (Wisteria) is being grown over the piles to conserve 

moisture. Ponds were dug below the piles to catch run-off. Mr. Knop believes the piles will break 

down in five years. The material will then be spread on the land around the piles to raise the soil 

organic matter content. Efforts have been made to minimize visibility of the windrows by placing 

them in isolated areas and maintaining a border of trees around the piles. 

As discussed above, the primary uses of woody waste observed were as mulch or RDF. 

Virginia does not currently have a very good market for RDF so the majority of use would be as a
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mulch. However, the demand for mulch is currently filled through the use of various waste wood 

by products such as shredded bark. If landclearing debris and other woody waste were available, 

it would simply compete with other potential waste for a market share. This is further complicated 

by the fact that total demand for mulch materials appears to be less than half the volume that is 

potentially available if all woody waste were converted into mulch. 

Some alternative uses of woody waste must be developed if these materials are to be removed 

from landfills. Future development of RDF facilities may help alleviate this problem in the future. 

However, the uncertainty in the RDF market makes it imperative that alternative uses of woody 

waste be developed. These materials are generally not considered suitable for use in pulping or 

manufactured wood products (pressboard, fiberboard, etc) because of foreign materials (soil, rocks, 

etc). Additional research is needed to determine the feasibility of making woody waste suitable for 

these uses or developing other innovative beneficial uses. 

CONCLUSION - COMPOSTABLE YARDWASTE 

Based on the findings of this study, it should be feasible to eliminate landfill disposal of all 

compostable yardwaste (leaves and grass clippings) by 1995. This can be accomplished primarily 

by composting at centralized facilities operated either by the public or private sector. In addition 

to composting, a reduction in the collection of yardwaste, particularly grass clippings, by home 

owners and land managers must be realized. The major obstacles that must be overcome to 

successfully implement a statewide program include: lack of public and governmental awareness, 

inadequate demand to meet supply, inadequate understanding of composting technologies by local 

and state officials, complex regulatory requirements, and cost of establishing compost facilities. If 

the recommended programs and actions are followed, these obstacles can be overcome and a
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successful program implemented by 1995. 

CONCLUSION - WOODY WASTE 

Based on the findings of this study, inadequate demand will continue to limit the potential for 

recycling woody waste until new technologies and/or alternative uses can be developed. However, 

since woody waste represents a substantial portion of the waste stream, the state should support 

efforts to identify new technologies and uses to recycle woody waste as identified in the 

recommendations of this report.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Yardwaste 

Recommendation 1: Prohibit the placement of leaves and grass clippings in landfills by 1995. 

Explanation: Leaves and grass clippings constitute 5 to 40% of MSW (estimated average of 

15 to 20%). Through the establishment of yardwaste composting facilities concurrent with a strong 

public education program on yardwaste management and alternative grass clipping disposal, these 

materials can be managed without landfilling. The 1995 date allows time for pilot, demonstration 

and public education programs to be completed and for localities and private business to establish 

yardwaste composting facilities. Based on this study, yardwaste can be composted at a lower cost 

than the current average tippage fee ($19.63/ton) which is expected to rise dramatically. Therefore, 

removing yardwaste from landfills will save localities money. However, initial capital costs may 

negatively impact some localities choosing to operate a facility. Those localities may be able to 

obtain assistance through the Virginia Resources Authority. Prohibitions on yardwaste in landfills 

have already been implemented in several states and are being considered by many others. 

Recommended Action: Amend the solid waste management statutes to prohibit the placement of 

leaves or grass clippings in landfills after January 1, 1995. 

Recommendation 2: Provision of low interest loans and/or tax incentives for establishment of 

private yardwaste compost facilities.
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Explanation: Capital costs associated with the establishment of a compost facility are 

substantial. A portion of the benefits accrued from the facility are shared by local and state 

government through reduced solid waste volumes. To reduce the impact of capital cost and 

provide incentive for private sector involvement, it would be beneficial to either establish a low 

interest loan fund or reduce state taxes for compost facilities. 

Recommended Action: Reduction in state tax rate or establishment of a low interest loan fund for 

yardwaste compost facilities. 

Recommendation 3: Establish clear and simple regulatory procedures for compost facilities 

accepting yardwaste only or yardwaste mixed with solid animal wastes. 

Explanation: Yardwaste compost sites are currently regulated under Section 6.1 of the Solid 

Waste Management Regulations. This section was designed for composting of refuse or 

combinations of refuse and sludge. The siting, design, construction and operational requirements 

are comparable to those for landfills or sewage sludge composting facilities. This necessitates a 

detailed application (including a Part B Solid Waste Management Facility application); waste, air and 

groundwater monitoring; leachate and runoff control; all-weather impermeable pads, and numerous 

other requirements. Some states have exempted yardwaste composting sites from solid waste 

management regulations and established a more simple approval process with less stringent 

requirements. In Minnesota, this consists of a two page form letter requesting approval which is 

reviewed and returned with a letter of approval (if deemed acceptable) within two weeks of receiving 

the application. If Virginia is to implement a statewide yardwaste composting program, a simpler 

approach to permitting or approval must be developed.
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Recommended Action: That either the Solid Waste Management statutes or regulations be 

amended to exempt yardwaste only or yardwaste and solid animal waste compost facilities from the 

requirements of Section 6.1 of the Solid Waste Management Regulations. Further, that a letter 

approval procedure be established within DWM to facilitate siting of such compost facilities. These 

changes should be implemented as soon as possible. 

Recommendation 4: Establishment of a three year pilot program at six locations around Virginia 

(FY91, 92, 93). 

Explanation: Different composting technologies are applicable depending on quantity of yardwaste, 

available land area, potential markets and users, availability of equipment and other factors. In 

addition, various mixes of grass clippings or other high nitrogen wastes result in different 

composting conditions and compost quality. It is critical that a pilot program with an associated 

educational program be conducted to familiarize state and local government officials and the private 

sector about available technologies and options for mixing leaves with grass clippings or other 

wastes. Further refinement in technologies will likely be necessary under Virginia conditions and 

regulations. The pilot program will allow evaluation and refinement of technologies. The pilot 

program will also allow for development of a data base on the chemical composition of various 

types of finished compost since very limited data is available in the literature. Finally, the pilot 

program will provide finished compost from various technologies that can be evaluated by users 

for suitability and used in local demonstration programs as well as those in Recommendation 5. 

Recommended Action: Appropriation of $120,000 in FY91, $65,000 in FY92 and $65,000 in FY93 

to DWM. The Department will contract with appropriate individuals in VCES to assist in the conduct
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of the pilot program. The localities for the pilot programs will be selected by a joint committee from 

DWM and VCES based on interest expressed during this study and geographic diversity. 

Recommendation 5: Establishment of a demonstration and public education program on uses 

of finished compost at 10 additional locations (FY92, 93). 

Explanation: For the statewide yardwaste composting program to succeed, major increases in 

market demand for the finished product will be required. By having demonstration areas at parks, 

municipal buildings, etc. and conducting field days at the demonstration sites, users will gain 

confidence in the suitability of the materials. Secondly, publications need to be developed and 

distributed on the material and on the appropriate ways to use it. 

Recommended Action: Appropriation of $40,000 to the DWM in FY92 and in FY93. A joint 

committee from DWM and VCES will award extension agents in 10 localities (not part of pilot 

program) grants of $2,000 per year to establish a yardwaste utilization demonstration program. The 

localities will be selected based on merit of the proposed program and geographic diversity. Each 

locality will be required to conduct field days open to representatives from adjacent localities. The 

remaining $20,000 each year will be awarded to appropriate individuais in VCES to develop 

publications on the use of composted yardwaste. 

Recommendation 6: Establishment of a public education program on backyard composting 

(FY91, 92). 

Explanation: Backyard composting not only results in savings in landfill space but also
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eliminates the very high cost of collection of yardwaste and other compostable solid waste. There 

appears to be significant potential to increase the number of homeowners who backyard compost 

through a public education program. Because of savings by not collecting and handling the waste 

as well as savings in landfill space, savings from even modest increases in backyard composting 

may be substantial. 

Recommended Action: Appropriation of $30,000 per year for FY91 and 92 to DWM. These funds 

will be awarded on a competitive basis for the conduct of a two year public education program. 

Proposals will be evaluated on merit but must include publications, media exposure and 

demonstrations. 

Recommendation 7: Establishment of a program on alternative management of grass clippings 

(FY91, 92). 

Explanation: Grass clippings usually amount to the same annual volume of solid waste as 

leaves. However, they should be mixed at a ratio of about three parts leaves to one part grass 

clippings. This is further complicated by the fact that fall and spring leaves are partially composted 

by the time grass clippings are collected. Thus, successfully composting grass clippings, at current 

volumes, would be extremely difficult. Research has shown that, with frequent mowing, grass 

clippings do not need to be removed. It is critical that the public be educated on alternative 

clipping management prior to implementation of Recommendations 1 and 9. 

Recommended Action: Appropriation of $30,000 per year for FY91 and 92 to DWM. These funds 

will be awarded on a competitive basis for the conduct of a two year public education program. 

Proposals will be evaluated on merit but must include publications, media exposure and
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demonstrations. 

Recommendation 8: Development of a Yardwaste Composting Manual for Virginia (FY91). 

Explanation: If a statewide program Is to be implemented, every locality and/or private 

composter will need to know how to plan, design and operate a compost facility. In addition, they 

must understand the potential uses and market opportunities for the finished compost. Many states 

that have mandatory composting requirements have, or are developing, composting manuals. Due 

to differences in regulations, climate, soils and yardwaste composition, it is important that Virginia 

have a composting manual. 

Recommended Action: Appropriation of $25,000 for FY91 to DWM. These funds would be used 

to contract for the development of a yardwaste composting manual. The manual should include 

discussions of technologies, costs, uses and regulatory requirements. 

Recommendation 9: Encourage localities to restrict collection of grass clippings either bagged 

or bulk. 

Explanation: Grass clippings are extremely difficult to compost unless mixed with large 

quantities of leaves or other bulking agents. Grass clippings are the primary generator of odors at 

yardwaste compost facilities. Currently, the timing of collection and volume of clippings do not 

allow the proper blend of leaves and clippings for composting. With proper frequency of mowing, 

grass clippings do not need to be removed. Further, homeowners desiring to remove clippings can 

use an alternative management technique such as backyard composting. If yardwaste composting
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is to be successful, the volume of collected grass clippings must be greatly reduced. A complete 

ban on collection of grass clippings may provide the only mechanism to adequately reduce clipping 

volumes in some locations. 

Recommended Action: The DWM and VCES work with local governments to develop model 

ordinances, local education programs and implementation plans for discontinuing the acceptance 

of grass clippings at landfills. 

Recommendation 10: Minimize regulatory requirements for farmers and nursery operators 

managing compost facilities accepting less than 5000 cubic yards of 

yardwaste only per year and using all the finished compost in their own 

farming or nursery operation. 

Explanation: Potential environmental contamination from small yardwaste composting sites 

is minimal. In several states small compost facilities are exempted from most regulations. This 

could be particularly important for smaller municipalities who may find it more difficult to 

successfully operate a full scale compost operation. Minimizing regulatory requirements for small 

scale composters who will use the end product in their own operation will provide incentives and 

cost reductions to them. This will help assure that composting facilities will be available for smaller 

municipalities. Further it will assure private sector involvement and provide additional income to 

farmers (and nursery operators) who may need the additional revenues to remain in business. 

Recommended Action: Change the Solid Waste Management Regulations to exempt farmers and 

nursery operators who accept for composting less than 5000 cubic yards per year of yardwaste only 

from the yardwaste compost regulations. However, require such operators to notify DWM of their
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intent to operate a facility and its location. In addition, the operator shall submit an annual report 

on the volume and types of yardwaste accepted and a statement certifying that only yardwaste was 

accepted for composting. 

Recommendation 11: Require state government and encourage local government to use 

yardwaste compost. 

Explanation: For the statewide yardwaste composting program to succeed, the potential 

market volume of compost must be increased. State and local governments through needs for 

highways, parks and institutional grounds may be the largest potential users of composted 

yardwaste. if all public sector demand for comparable organic materials was supplied by 

yardwaste, it is likely that all demand problems would be alleviated. 

Recommended Action: 1) That the Governor issue an executive order to all state agencies requiring 

the use of composted yardwaste in place of other organic materials when available, competitively 

priced and of acceptable quality for all state contracts and bids. That this order go into effect 

January 1, 1991. 

2) That DWM and VCES work with local governments to develop model! ordinances 

requiring local agencies and departments to use or require the use of locally available composted 

yardwaste where appropriate.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Woody Waste 

Recommendation 1: Evaluate what changes in practices or new technologies are needed to 

allow use of woody waste in manufactured wood products and pulping 

operations. 

Explanation: There is currently inadequate demand for woody waste as mulch and the market 

for mulch is already dominated by wood by-products such as shredded bark. Thus alternative uses 

of woody waste must be developed. Woody waste is currently considered too “dirty” for use in 

manufactured wood products or pulping operations. However, if the large volume of woody waste 

is to be recycled, technologies to allow its use in these processes must be developed. 

Recommended Action: 1.) Appropriate $25,000 to DWM in FY91 to fund a state of the art project 

on alternative uses of woody waste to determine technologic limitations on potential alternative uses 

of woody waste. 

2.) Appropriate $100,000 per year to DWM for FY92, 93, 94 to fund research and pilot 

programs on technologies to make woody waste acceptable for manufactured wood products or 

pulping. Projects should be awarded on a competitive basis and no one project should exceed 

$40,000 per year. The types of research funded should be based on the state of the art project 

results.
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Recommendation 2: Determine the market potential for chipped woody waste as a Resource 

Derived Fuel (RDF). 

Explanation: There currently appears to be a limited market for RDF in Virginia. However, 

observations of activities other states indicate this may be an important future market for woody 

waste. 

Recommendation Action: Appropriate $25,000 to DWM in FY91 to fund a study on the current 

and future potential market for woody waste as RDF. The study should also identify any factors that 

may limit the suitability of woody waste as RDF and recommend research or application of existing 

technologies to overcome such limitations. 

Recommendation 3: Evaluate the feasibility of long term decomposition of woody waste with 

subsequent utilization as a soil amendment. 

Explanation: A private firm in Virginia is currently conducting a study to determine the 

feasibility of windrowing land clearing debris, prunings, and soil and allowing long term 

decomposition of the wood. Decomposition is accelerated by growing a viney cover over the 

windrow, irrigating to maintain moisture and inoculating with decomposing fungus. Care is taken 

in placement of the windrows to minimize their visibility and to limit the number based on the 

amount of material needed to cover a field area with finished decomposed materials. It is 

anticipated that decomposition will take five to ten years. Although this is an unproven technology, 

it may have practical application when limits on windrow location and density are required.
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Recommended Action: That DWM and VCES closely observe the pilot program and that DWM 

determine the applicability of this technology including needed restrictions and monitoring.
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APPENDIX C1. Contacts for Site-Visit Locations and Out of State Telephone Interviews.



SITE VISIT CONTACTS 

BARBARA A. JORDAN 
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY SOLID WASTE DIVISION 
1ST FL, ADMIN. ANNEX 
EVERETT, WA 98201 

DAVE FORMAN 
PACIFIC TOPSOILS, INC. 
14002-35TH AVE., S.E. 
BOTHELL, WA 98012 

PATRICK KENNEDY 
VICE PRESIDENT 
AMERICAN SOIL, INC. 
P. O. BOX 125 
PARLIN, N.J. 08859 

DORRAN L. MCBRIDE, P.E. 
PACIFIC TOPSOILS, INC. 
14002, 35TH AVE. S.E. 
BOTHELL, WA 98012 

BOB OLSEN 
RECOVERY SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY INC. 
13802 35TH AVE., SOUTHEAST 
BOTHELL, WA 98012 

STEVE GOLASPEWSKI, OWNER 
MIDDLEBUSH COMPOST, INC. 
500 ELIZABETH AVE. 
SOMERSET, NJ 08873 

KEN GOULART, SITE ENGINEER 
ZANKER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
705 LOS ESTEROS RD. 
SAN JOSE, CA 95134 

PETER F. STROM, PH.D. 
ASSOC. PROFESSOR 
RUTGERS - THE STATE UNIVERSITY 
COOK COLLEGE 
DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. 08903 

KENNETH L. SHEPPARD 
DAVIS WASTE REMOVAL CO. 
1818 5TH STREET 
DAVIS, CA 95616 

PATRICK KENNEDY 
ALTERNATE DISPOSALSYSTEMS 
P. O. BOX 125 
PARLIN, N.J. 08859 

MATHEW VASTANO 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
COUNTRY VIEW INC. 
500 ELIZABETH AVE. 
SOMERSET, N.J. 08873 

JOHN MADOLE, PRESIDENT 
COOPERATIVE WASTE INDUS. 
271 LATOND AVE. 
ST. PAUL, MN 55103 

JOAN M. SAROKA 
METRO 
2000 S.W. FIRST AVE. 
PORTLAND, OR 97201-5398 

STEVE KRATER 
YARDWASTE MARKETING 
METRO 
2000 S.W. FIRST AVE. 
PORTLAND, OR 97201-5398 

DOREEN CANTOR 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY GOVT. 
DEPT. OF ENV. PROTECTION 
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

PLANNING & MONITORING 
101 MONROE ST. 
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
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Telephone interviews 

Dr. Bonnie Appleton 
Extension Nursery Specialist 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455 
(804) 427-4611 

Bruce Fulford 
Organic Recycling, Inc. 
Newton, MA 

(617) 522-6092 

Leah Greene 
King Co. Solid Waste 
Seattle, WA 

(206) 296-4483 

Sandy Gurkewitz 
METRO Portland 
Portland, OR 

(503) 221-1646 

Dr. Rob Harrison 
University of Washington 
Seattle, WA 

(206) 545-7463 

Dr. Richard Kashmanian 

U.S. E.P.A. 
Washington,D.C. 
(202) 382-5363 

Ellen McShane 
New Jersey DEP 
Trenton, NJ 

(609) 292-0331 

Ron Scholz 
California Dept of Conservation 
Sacremento, CA 
(916) 323-3508
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APPENDIX C2. Potential User Groups of Yardwaste Compost and Specific Potential 
Users in the Nursery Industry.



10. 

11. 

12. 
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Yardwaste Compost 

User Groups 

Nursery Operators 

Landscapers 

Biological /Sustainable Farmers 

Commercial Grounds Managers 

County Building and Grounds Departments 

County Parks and Recreaction Departments 

Landfill Managers 

Turfgrass Producers 

Virginia Department of Transportation 

Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation 

Homeowners, Gardeners 

State Land/Grounds Managers
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Appendix C3. Yardwaste Equipment Manufacturers and Vendors 
(listing does not constitute endorsement).



MATERIALS PREPARATION 

Bandit Industries 

6750 Millbrook Rd. 

Remus, MI 49340 
517-561-2270 

Fuel Harvesters Equipment 
12759 Loma Rica Dr. 
Grass Valley, CA 95945 
916-272-7664 

Iggesund Recycling 
P. O. Box 380 

Nissawa, MN 56468 

218-963-4343 

Jones Manufacturing 
Rt. 1, Box 80 
Beemer, NE 68716 
402-528-3861 

Lindig Manufacturing 
Box 106 

St. Paul, MN 55113 
612-633-3072 

Promark Products, Inc. 

330 9th Ave. 
Industry, CA 91746 
818-961-9783 

Recycling Systems 
P. O. Box 364 
Winn, MI 48896 

517-866-2800 

Stumpmaster, Inc. 
P. O. Box 103 
Rising Fawn, GA 30738 
404-462-2445 
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Farmhand, Inc. 

6421 Hazeltine Bivd. 

Excelsior, MN 55331 
612-474-1941 

The Heil Co., 
Engineered Systems Div. 
P. O. Box 593 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 

414-647-3333 

Jacobson, Inc. 

2445 Nevada Ave. North 
Minneapolis, MN 55427 
612-544-8781 

Lindemann Recycling 
500 Fifth Ave., Suite 1234 
New York, NY 10110 

212-382-0630 

Olathe Manufacturing, Inc. 
100 Industrial Parkway 
Industrial Airport, KS 66031 
913-782-4396 

Recomp, Inc. 
1500 East 79th St., Suite 102 
Bloomington, MN 55420 
612-854-6211 

Shredding Systems, Inc. 
P. O. Box 869 
Wilsonville, OR 97070 
503-682-3633 

Universal Engineering, Div. 
of Pettibone Corp. 

800 First Ave., NW 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405 
319-365-0441



Valby Woodchippers 
Northeast Implement Corp. 
Box 402, Spencer, NY 14883 
607-589-6160 

COMPOST TURNERS 

Brown Bear Corp. 
P. O. Box 148 
Lenox, JA 50851 
515-333-4551 

Resource Recovery Systems 
of Nebraska, Inc. 
Rt. 4 
Sterling, CO 80751 
303-522-0663 

Scarab Manufacturing 
Rt. 2, Box 40 
White Deer, TX 79097 

806-883-7621 

Wildcat Manufacturing Co. 
Box 23 
Freeman, SD 57029 
605-925-4512 

FINISHING EQUIPMENT 

The Heil Co., 
Engineered Systems Div. 
P. O. Box 593 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 

Lindemann Recycling 
500 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10110 
212-382-0630 

Parker Manufacturing, Inc. 
18012 Bothell Highway, SE 
Bothell, WA 98012 
206-486-3547 
Recycling Systems 
P. O. Box 364 
Winn, MI 48896 

517-866-2800 

Royer Industries 
P. O. Box 1232 
Kingston, PA 18704 
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West Salem Machinery Co. 
P. O. Box 5288 
Salem, OR 97304 
503-364-2213 

Eagle Crusher Co., Inc. 
(Cobey Composter) 
4250 S.R. 309 

Galion, OH 44833 
419-468-2288 

Kolman/Athey 
P. O. Box 806 
Sioux Falls, SD 57101 
605-336-2610 

Scat Engineering 
P. O. Box 266 
Delhi, IA 52223 
319-922-2981 

Hobbs-Adams Engineering 
1100 Holland Rd. 
Suffolk, VA 23434 
804-539-0231 

Lindig Manufacturing 
Box 106 
1877 West County Rd. 
St. Paul, MN 55113 
612-633-3072 

Powerscreen of America 

11300 Electron Dr. 

Louisville, KY 40299 

502-255-5330 
Resource Recovery Screens 
P. O. Box 32035 

Detroit, Ml 48232 
519-977-9852 

West Salem Machinery Co. 
P. O. Box 5288 

Salem, OR 97304
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